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ABSTRACT

The increase of the functionality of consumer electronics has complicated the soft-
ware embedded in them. The functionality previously implemented in hardware
has been steadily shifting into software, which also increases its complexity. To-
gether, these developments have led to reduced performance and longer start-up
delays. Consumer electronics need to have a positive user experience, which is
also affected by the boot time.

The methods for reducing the start-up time of an embedded Linux system can
be categorized by the boot phases they can target: bootloaders, kernel initial-
ization, or user space initialization. Compression can be applied in various sit-
uations, while prefetching to the page cache (readahead) is relevant only to user
space initialization. Hibernation can be used to entirely avoid user space initial-
ization, which is usually the most time-consuming boot phase in Android systems.

Developers need to know what impact their solutions and hardware choices
have on the boot time. For this purpose, a measurement system was developed,
which can automatically reboot the target system and collect a large sample of
start-up time measurements. A large sample size is important because of the
variance of the boot time even in a fixed target configuration.

The measurement system was validated by using it when optimizing the start-
up time of an Android system for use in an embedded consumer electronics device.
The boot time of the system was reduced by resuming the system from hibernation
and by optimizing the CPU clock frequency and hibernation settings. The median
start-up time was improved from 61.594 s to 6.835 s, which is a reduction of 89 %.

The relative improvement exceeds the results of most other published attempts
at optimizing the Android boot time. The best results have been achieved with
hibernation combined with other methods.
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Viihde-elektroniikan toiminnallisuuden lisääntyminen on monimutkaistanut nii-
hin sulautettuja ohjelmistoja. Aiemmin laitteistolla toteutettu toiminnallisuus on
tasaisesti siirtynyt ohjelmistoihin, mikä edelleen mutkistaa niitä. Yhdessä nämä
kehittymiset ovat johtaneet heikentyneeseen suorituskykyyn ja pidempiin käyn-
nistysviiveisiin. Olennainen osa viihde-elektroniikkaa on positiivinen käyttäjäko-
kemus, johon vaikuttaa myös käynnistymisaika.

Sulautetun Linux-järjestelmän käynnistymistä nopeuttavat menetelmät voi-
daan luokitella sen mukaan, mihin käynnistymisvaiheeseen ne voivat vaikuttaa:
käynnistyslataimiin, ytimen alustamiseen tai käyttäjäavaruuden alustamiseen.
Pakkaamista voi hyödyntää monissa tilanteissa, kun taas ennakolta tehty sivu-
välimuistiin haku (readahead) auttaa ainoastaan käyttäjäavaruuden alustamises-
sa. Horrostilalla voidaan täysin ohittaa käyttäjäavaruuden alustus, joka Android-
järjestelmissä on yleensä aikaavievin vaihe.

Kehittäjien täytyy tietää mikä vaikutus heidän ratkaisuillaan ja laitteistovalin-
noillaan on käynnistymisaikaan. Tätä varten kehitettiin mittausjärjestelmä, joka
pystyy automaattisesti käynnistämään kohdelaitteiston uudelleen ja keräämään
suuren otoksen käynnistysaikamittauksia. Suuri otoskoko on tärkeä, koska käyn-
nistysmisaika vaihtelee muuttumattomallakin laitekokoonpanolla.

Mittausjärjestelmä osoitettiin kelvolliseksi hyödyntämällä sitä sulautettuun ku-
lutuselektroniikkalaitteeseen tarkoitetun Android-järjestelmän käynnistymisa-
jan optimoinnissa. Järjestelmän käynnistymistä nopeutettiin palaamalla horros-
tilasta ja optimoimalla suorittimen kellotaajuutta ja horrostilan asetuksia. Jär-
jestelmän käynnistysajan mediaani oli lähtötilanteessa 61.594 s ja lopputulokses-
sa 6.835 s, mikä vastaa 89 % vähennystä.

Suhteellinen parannus ylittää useimmat julkaistut Android-järjestelmien käyn-
nistysajan optimoinnin yrityksien tulokset. Parhaat tulokset on saavutettu hor-
rostilan ja muiden menetelmien yhdistelmillä.

Avainsanat: horrostila, Android, optimointi, mittaukset
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FOREWORD

The practical work of optimizing the Android system was carried out as part of a
customer project at Symbio, and the aim of this thesis was to cultivate knowledge
about boot time optimization for future projects at Symbio.

The project began with surveying existing boot time optimization and measurement
methods. The usefulness of an automated measurement system for getting reliable data
was recognized early on. The data acquisition setup was developed before optimiza-
tion of the target system began, and the analysis tools were improved throughout the
project. The data was then used to guide the optimization choices.

I would like to thank my colleagues Ville Inkala, Jani Launonen, and Janne Kangas
for their feedback on and ideas for this thesis. The thesis was supervised by Prof. Dr.
Olli Silvén, whose guidance was invaluable in completing the work. I would also like
to thank the second examiner, Dr. Miguel Bordallo Lopez.

Oulu, Finland, July 1st, 2018

Tomi Kyöstilä



ABBREVIATIONS

3D three-dimensional
CAN controller area network
CPU central processing unit
DRAM dynamic random-access memory
DSP digital signal processor
eMMC embedded MultiMediaCard
GPIO general-purpose input/output
gzip GNU zip
I/O input/output
IoT Internet of Things
IPC inter-process communication
IVI in-vehicle infotainment
KFT Kernel Function Trace
LKM loadable kernel module
LTTng Linux Trace Toolkit: next generation
LZO Lempel–Ziv–Oberhumer
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
OSD on-screen display
PC personal computer
RAM random-access memory
ROM read-only memory
SoC system on a chip
SSH Secure Shell
swsusp Software Suspend
XIP execute in place



1. INTRODUCTION

Technological progress has brought more functionality to consumer electronics [1].
Consumers are more interested in devices that serve multiple functions, and single-
use products such as music players and still cameras whose functionality is included
in multi-function devices have decreasing ownership [2]. The number of features a
product has can be a selling point in itself. Smartphones have functionality similar to
traditional computers [3], and most drivers expect the services found in cars to soon be
comparable with those available on smartphones [4].

Televisions were among the first consumer products to contain embedded software
and hardware in 1978 [5]. Historically, software has been primarily tasked with pro-
viding the user interface to the hardware that does the actual work [6]. Hardware has
also usually determined product practicality and enabled differentiation [6].

Over the last decades, the impact that software has on the functionality and the po-
tential for differentiation in embedded systems has grown rapidly [7]. Advances in
hardware manufacturing have allowed implementing more functionality in software,
which has enabled the user interfaces of televisions to evolve from character-based on-
screen displays (OSDs) to graphical three-dimensional (3D) menus [5]. Modern tele-
visions now have embedded processors running operating systems that support various
internet-enabled multimedia applications [1]. Functionality has been steadily shifting
from hardware to software since the introduction of programmable digital signal pro-
cessors (DSPs) and microcontrollers in the 1970s [8].

While this progress can decrease hardware costs [9] and simplify hardware design
[5], it comes at the cost of more complex software design [5]. Increased software
complexity can be correlated with reduced performance [10], and Wirth’s law states
that software is getting slower more rapidly than hardware is getting faster [11].

Growing memory and storage capacities in embedded systems suggest an increase
in functionality and the number of use cases. The memory and storage requirements
for Android devices have risen as new versions of the operating system are released
[12]. This growth can be seen in Figure 1. More flash memory takes a longer time to
make available when booting [13].
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Figure 1. (a) The minimum amount of memory required in Android compatible de-
vices (other than Android Watch devices), and (b) the minimum amount of storage
required for application private data in Android compatible devices (other than An-
droid Television Devices).
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One crucial aspect of consumer electronics is a positive user experience, which is
in part based on the boot time [14 p. 325]. Consumers might have to wait for tens of
seconds after turning a device on before it is operational, which can ultimately lead
to reduced sales [1]. Users can have performance expectations based on experiences
with other devices, and the acceptance of a new device then depends on whether those
expectations are fulfilled. Consumers are used to the instant-on nature of older non-
smart devices [15]. For a digital still camera, the desired boot time is less than one
second [16], and in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) users expect start-up times similar to
that of televisions [14 p. 328].

In automotive systems the boot time requirements can also come from government
mandates [17]. In the United States, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion (NHTSA) has specified that safety chimes and rear-view cameras must be oper-
ational within two seconds after starting a car, which places deadlines for initializing
audio and video systems [17]. Critical systems might have to be able to handle con-
troller area network (CAN) messages in under one hundred milliseconds after starting
up [18].

Many Internet of Things (IoT) devices rely on batteries or harvest energy from the
environment, which means they must be energy efficient. If an IoT device sleeps most
of the time and periodically wakes up to do some processing, the cumulative boot time
can form a significant portion of the energy budget. [19]

1.1. Computing system start-up

The word boot is an abbreviation of bootstrap, which in turn comes from the expression
“to pull oneself up by one’s bootstraps” [20]. Booting means starting a computer [21],
which includes loading and initializing the operating system and setting up peripher-
als, such as sensors and actuators. Peripherals may need to be set into a particular state
suitable for the specific application. Figure 2 illustrates a set of such devices, which
probably need to be initialized at some point during the start-up sequence. Initializing
the state of the system from scratch is an unavoidably time-consuming process, and
this complex entity provides opportunities for optimization. The boot sequence con-
sists of three main phases: bootloader execution, kernel initialization, and user space
initialization [22 p. 47]. They are visualized in Figure 3.

When an embedded system is powered on, it takes some time for the power supply
and clock oscillator to stabilize [23]. Next, usually a bootloader begins executing from
nonvolatile storage [23]. It typically copies itself to random-access memory (RAM)
and continues execution there [23]. Its primary purpose is to initialize the hardware
and load an operating system such as Linux [23]. A bootloader can load additional
bootloaders before finally executing the operating system [22 p. 49].

1.1.1. Linux system start-up

The core component of a Linux system is the kernel, which is in charge of mediating
access to the bare hardware and scheduling its use [22 p. 155]. Components of the
kernel are shown in Figure 4. It manages resources such as processor time, memory,
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Figure 2. Block diagram of a computing system with some peripherals.

user space initializationkernel initializationbootloader

time

Figure 3. The main phases of the boot sequence.

and other devices present in the system [22 p. 155]. It offers services such as memory,
process, and file management to other software components [21]. System calls are an
interface for accessing these services [21].

For normal operation, the kernel requires at least one file system, the root file system
[22 p. 46]. It is used to load the first application to be executed [22 p. 46]. Mounting is
the operation of attaching an additional file system to the directory tree of an already
accessible file system [21]. Other file systems can then be mounted using the root file
system [24 p. 35].

Linux kernel . . .network
interfaces

file
systems

memory
manager

scheduler

. . .hardware . . .network
adapter

. . .flash
memory

CPU RAM

user space applications

system calls

Figure 4. Components of a Linux system and communication between them.
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If the boot time budget is very low, mounting the root file system can take a signif-
icant portion of it. Some file systems require a full scan of the storage medium each
time they are mounted [25]. The work required for the scan varies between file sys-
tems and can depend on the size of the file system and the amount of data on it [25].
Recovering from a power failure can also increase the time required for mounting.

After the bootloader has finished, the kernel initialization begins with decompres-
sion of the kernel image [26 p. 110]. The kernel then performs architecture-specific
initialization and initializes its subsystems [27]. The root file system is mounted, and
device drivers built into the kernel are initialized. The last step of the kernel initial-
ization is to spawn the init process [26 p. 19]. This kernel initialization process is
visualized in Figure 5.

decompressing

architecture-specific initialization

initializing kernel subsystems

mounting the root file system

initializing devices

executing the init process

bootloader

user space initialization

optional step
compression algorithm space–time trade-offs

checking for valid architecture and processor
enabling memory management unit

initializing data structures and caches
calibrating loops_per_jiffy

some file systems take longer to mount
mounting larger or fuller file systems can be slower

depends on the number of peripherals
may be deferrable by using modules

the ancestor of all other processes
keeps running until the system is shut down

Figure 5. The kernel initialization process.

The kernel code executes in kernel context, where it has full access to the hardware.
In contrast, the init process runs in user space context, where access to the hardware is
restricted and services must be requested from the kernel. [26 p. 19]

After the kernel has been initialized, the init process finalizes the boot sequence by
performing the user space initialization [22 p. 47]. It generally starts other applications,
but it could also be the main application of the system [22 p. 201–202]. It can also
initialize device drivers that were built as modules instead of being included in the
kernel.
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1.1.2. Android system start-up

The boot procedure of an Android system is very similar to a normal Linux boot se-
quence, and the only significant difference is the user space initialization [28]. The
steps most relevant to boot time optimization are shown in Figure 6. Android has
its own init system, which sets environment variables, creates mount points, mounts
file systems, and starts daemons such as Zygote [29 p. 74]. The role of Zygote is to
launch apps [29 p. 74]. Android apps are developed using Java [29 p. 32]. Zygote
also preloads the Java classes used by the apps to reduce their start-up time [28]. This
has the added benefit of reduced memory usage because the loaded classes are shared
between the apps [28].

Daemons are programs that run in the background instead of being directly con-
trolled by a user [21]. They wait for activation by a specific event or condition such
as service requests from a network or other programs [21]. For example, a daemon
can provide access to a database, log program events, or facilitate inter-process com-
munication (IPC). Programs can depend on the services provided by daemons, which
imposes an order in which they must be started.

After preloading is complete, Zygote starts the System Server. It in turn starts core
services such as the Package Manager and the Activity Manager. Package Manager
scans through all the installed apps during boot, and Activity Manager starts some
system apps, after which it displays the home screen. [28]

kernel initialization

initializing System Server

initializing Zygote

executing Android init

initializing Activity Managerinitializing Package Manager

displaying the home screen

preloading Java classes

starting core services

starting system apps

scanning installed apps

setting up environment variables
mounting file systems
starting daemons

Figure 6. Relevant steps of the Android user space initialization process.
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1.2. Scope of this thesis

The objectives of this thesis are to comprehensively survey the methods for reducing
the boot time of an embedded Linux system and to discover what methods can make
a specific embedded system running Android boot in under a specific time. The boot
time target was selected to be 8 s because it was acceptable and probably achievable
for the consumer device in development. Most of the start-up time optimization advice
originates from dated sources and may no longer apply in modern Linux and Android
systems. While the survey covers optimizing application start-up, it is not taken into
account in the Android system optimization task. Also, this thesis is not concerned
with the shutdown time of a system, although some optimization methods may affect
it as well. The survey is limited to Linux systems due to time constraints and general
customer needs. The specifications of the Android system and the boot time target
come from a customer project.
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2. BOOT TIME REDUCTION METHODS

Boot time reduction is essentially optimization of the system start-up process. When
choosing optimizations, the problems they may cause for development or maintenance
should be considered. The literature holds some wisdom that should be kept in mind
when optimizing the boot time. Optimizing the perceived boot time may be a valid
alternative to optimizing the actual boot time.

Most boot time reduction methods target a specific boot phase: bootloaders, kernel
initialization, or user space initialization. Some methods, such as execute in place
(XIP), can be applied to various components. Utilizing hibernation is also a method
without a single boot phase target. Figure 7 shows the affected boot phases for some
methods. The optimization methods can be evaluated based on the effort required to
implement them and their impact on the boot time.

preloading

restore from the bootloader

minimize kernel size

bootloaders

preset loops_per_jiffy

kernel initialization

maximize system clock speed
reduce serial console output

disable boot animation
compression

XIP readahead

prelinking

optimize Android class preloading

hibernate

user space initialization

Figure 7. An Euler diagram of what boot phases are affected by different boot time
reduction methods.

Murray states that boot time actually tends to increase through further development
because the effect on boot time is not considered when new features are developed. He
also suggests that boot time optimizations can hinder development activities and that
such inconvenient optimizations are prone to removal. Murray recommends making
the optimizations togglable at run time to reduce their annoyance. He also encourages
sharing ownership of boot time optimization by automatically measuring the effect on
boot time for every modification. [30]

Optimizations can also cause maintentance issues if functionality or security updates
need to be released. Some boot time reduction methods may hinder the update process.
For example, optimizations may need to be reimplemented if the operating system is
updated.

Bird presented the fundamental speedup methods: “Do it faster, do it in parallel, do
it later, don’t do it at all” [31]. They are visualized in Figure 8. Similarly, Murray
described the process of reducing boot time as “Remove tasks that aren’t required,
optimise tasks that are required, use all the hardware all the time, challenge how we
provide the functionality” [30].

Bird also compared optimizing to squeezing a tube of toothpaste: “When you
squeeze a tube of toothpaste, sometimes it just moves the toothpaste somewhere else in
the tube, and nothing actually comes out.” Reducing time spent in one area can create
delays in other areas, and sometimes it can make things worse overall. [32]
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time

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)
end of the sequence

step of the sequence

Figure 8. The fundamental speedup methods applied to (a) an arbitrary unoptimized
sequence of steps: (b) do it faster, (c) do it in parallel, (d) do it later, and (e) don’t do it
at all.

Murray advised getting to know the hardware. Its limits should be determined to
establish goals for the optimization effort. He recommended focusing on optimizing
input/output (I/O) first as it is often a bottleneck. The I/O rate should be maximized
and the amount of data minimized. [30]

If the boot time target is very low, planning for it should start at choosing the hard-
ware. Hardware choices can determine how soon the first piece of code is executed
and how fast code can be loaded from storage. [23]

Some peripherals need a long time to initialize. For example, the zoom motor of
a camera may need to move to some fixed location, which can take seconds. In such
cases, it may be worth the effort to begin this process in the bootloader so that it
continues initializing in parallel while the rest of the system goes through the rest of
the boot phases. [33]

Data compression is a space–time trade-off. If data is stored uncompressed, it takes
up more space, but it is readily accessible. Compressed data requires less space, but
time must be spent on decompression before it can be accessed. Compression usually
reduces the amount of data that needs to be transferred, but the decompression oper-
ation can make the transfer take more time overall than when transferring the same
data uncompressed [34]. Decompression takes significant computational effort, and its
performance depends on the algorithm, its implementation, and the utilized hardware
[34]. Therefore, a general recommendation for using compression cannot be made, and
its benefits should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. It can be applied in various
components such as the kernel, file systems, and applications [30].

Park et al. demonstrated that a higher system clock speed results in a smaller boot
time and recommended that the maximum possible clock speed be used [33]. The
clock speed can then be set to an optimal level after booting [35]. This is simple to im-
plement from the kernel initialization onwards by modifying the kernel configuration.
Changing the clock speed before the kernel initialization probably requires hardware-
specific modifications.

Displaying a splash screen as early as possible in the boot sequence can be used to
improve the user experience even though the boot time is not actually reduced [36].
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Actually, this is a compromise between two aspects of a good user experience: a fast
boot and pretty visuals. The splash screen could be made to imitate the user inter-
face that appears after the boot has completed [36]. It could be implemented in the
bootloader, the kernel, or user space initialization [37]. The bootloader can display it
early, but it may take more effort to implement and it may delay kernel initialization
[37]. The splash screen could also be animated with multiple frames or be procedurally
generated for better performance [38]. On the other hand, disabling the splash screen
animation in Android devices can improve the boot time by several seconds [28]. It is
easily done by modifying an init script.

If the system uses multiple bootloaders in stages, the time spent in them could be
reduced by directly loading the kernel as soon as possible instead of loading another
bootloader [39]. Although, an additional bootloader stage could result in a faster boot
if it uses caches more efficiently [40]. Also, using multiple bootloaders may be an
architectural design decision to gain some flexibility or platform independence, and
reducing the number of bootloaders could neutralize these benefits. Reducing boot-
loader output can also reduce boot time [41].

2.1. Optimizing the kernel initialization

The Linux kernel initialization can be optimized with various levels of intrusiveness.
Adjusting the kernel command line allows changing the behavior of the kernel without
modifying the kernel itself. It is also relatively simple to modify the kernel by altering
its configuration when building the kernel image. Compression can be applied to the
kernel image to possibly speed up loading it into memory. The driver initializations
occurring during kernel initialization may be deferred or parallelized, or ultimately the
drivers themselves may be tweaked. Mounting the root file system can take a long
time, which could be reduced by having a smaller partition.

In some application domains, the boot time optimizations should be as non-intrusive
as possible [41]. For example, industrial embedded systems typically have stringent
requirements for reliability and stability, and modifying critical source code is forbid-
den [41]. The intrusiveness of methods for optimizing kernel initialization are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. The intrusiveness of kernel initialization optimization methods

Optimization method Intrusiveness
quiet kernel command line parameter very low
preset loops_per_jiffy very low
remove printk support low
disable unnecessary kernel options low
compress kernel image low
build drivers as modules low
perform driver initializations concurrently high
reduce waiting delays in drivers very high
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2.1.1. Optimizing with kernel command line options

The kernel outputs an extensive amount of messages to the console during initialization
by default as shown in Figure 9. By adding the quiet parameter to the kernel command
line, the amount of output is reduced and the kernel initialization is sped up [33, 34,
35, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Only the very serious messages remain in the output [46 p. 89].
Decreasing the amount of output helps because the speed of printing to a serial console
is limited by the speed of the serial output [42]. This is possibly the simplest way to
speed up kernel initialization. Its impact of course depends on how much output there
is to silence in the first place. For Åsberg et al., it reduced the boot time by 9 % [41].
Reducing the output can make debugging harder, so it should be done only when the
output is no longer needed.

[ 0.000000] Linux version 4.14.0-3-amd64 (debian-kernel@lists.debian.org) (gcc version 7.2.0 (Debian 7.2.0-19)) #1 SMP Debian 4.14.13-1 (2018-01-14)
[ 0.000000] Command line: BOOT_IMAGE=/boot/vmlinuz-4.14.0-3-amd64 root=UUID=bf5d72ca-55f4-4e01-9c01-fd74791524c6 ro quiet
[ 0.000000] x86/fpu: x87 FPU will use FXSAVE
[ 0.000000] e820: BIOS-provided physical RAM map:
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x0000000000000000-0x000000000009efff] usable
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x000000000009f000-0x000000000009ffff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000000d2000-0x00000000000d3fff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000000dc000-0x00000000000fffff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x0000000000100000-0x00000000bfecffff] usable
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000bfed0000-0x00000000bfedefff] ACPI data
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000bfedf000-0x00000000bfefffff] ACPI NVS
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000bff00000-0x00000000bfffffff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000f0000000-0x00000000f3ffffff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000fec00000-0x00000000fec0ffff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000fed00000-0x00000000fed003ff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000fed14000-0x00000000fed19fff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000fed1c000-0x00000000fed8ffff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000fee00000-0x00000000fee00fff] reserved
[ 0.000000] BIOS-e820: [mem 0x00000000ff800000-0x00000000ffffffff] reserved
[ 0.000000] NX (Execute Disable) protection: active
[ 0.000000] random: fast init done
[ 0.000000] SMBIOS 2.4 present.
[ 0.000000] DMI: LENOVO 20076RG/20076RG, BIOS 79ETE2WW (2.22 ) 04/16/2008
[ 0.000000] tsc: Fast TSC calibration using PIT
[ 0.000000] e820: update [mem 0x00000000-0x00000fff] usable ==> reserved
[ 0.000000] e820: remove [mem 0x000a0000-0x000fffff] usable
[ 0.000000] e820: last_pfn = 0xbfed0 max_arch_pfn = 0x400000000
[ 0.000000] MTRR default type: uncachable
[ 0.000000] MTRR fixed ranges enabled:
[ 0.000000] 00000-9FFFF write-back
[ 0.000000] A0000-BFFFF uncachable
[ 0.000000] C0000-CFFFF write-protect
[ 0.000000] D0000-DBFFF uncachable
[ 0.000000] DC000-DFFFF write-back
[ 0.000000] E0000-FFFFF write-protect
[ 0.000000] MTRR variable ranges enabled:
[ 0.000000] 0 base 000000000 mask F80000000 write-back
[ 0.000000] 1 base 080000000 mask FC0000000 write-back
[ 0.000000] 2 base 0BFF00000 mask FFFF00000 uncachable
[ 0.000000] 3 disabled
[ 0.000000] 4 disabled
[ 0.000000] 5 disabled
[ 0.000000] 6 disabled
[ 0.000000] 7 disabled
[ 0.000000] x86/PAT: Configuration [0-7]: WB WC UC- UC WB WP UC- WT
[ 0.000000] found SMP MP-table at [mem 0x000f6810-0x000f681f] mapped at [ffffffffff200810]
[ 0.000000] Base memory trampoline at [ffff9eba40099000] 99000 size 24576
[ 0.000000] BRK [0x76605000, 0x76605fff] PGTABLE
[ 0.000000] BRK [0x76606000, 0x76606fff] PGTABLE
[ 0.000000] BRK [0x76607000, 0x76607fff] PGTABLE
[ 0.000000] BRK [0x76608000, 0x76608fff] PGTABLE
[ 0.000000] BRK [0x76609000, 0x76609fff] PGTABLE
[ 0.000000] BRK [0x7660a000, 0x7660afff] PGTABLE
[ 0.000000] RAMDISK: [mem 0x356d5000-0x36b61fff]
[ 0.000000] ACPI: Early table checksum verification disabled
[ 0.000000] ACPI: RSDP 0x00000000000F67E0 000024 (v02 LENOVO)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: XSDT 0x00000000BFED11A4 000094 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LTP 00000000)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: FACP 0x00000000BFED1300 0000F4 (v03 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LNVO 00000001)
[ 0.000000] ACPI BIOS Warning (bug): 32/64X length mismatch in FADT/Gpe0Block: 64/32 (20170728/tbfadt-603)
[ 0.000000] ACPI BIOS Warning (bug): Optional FADT field Gpe1Block has valid Address but zero Length: 0x000000000000102C/0x0 (20170728/tbfadt-658)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: DSDT 0x00000000BFED165E 00D467 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 MSFT 0100000E)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: FACS 0x00000000BFEF4000 000040
[ 0.000000] ACPI: FACS 0x00000000BFEF4000 000040
[ 0.000000] ACPI: SSDT 0x00000000BFED14B4 0001AA (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 MSFT 0100000E)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: ECDT 0x00000000BFEDEAC5 000052 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LNVO 00000001)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: TCPA 0x00000000BFEDEB17 000032 (v02 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LNVO 00000001)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: APIC 0x00000000BFEDEB49 000068 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LNVO 00000001)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: MCFG 0x00000000BFEDEBB1 00003C (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LNVO 00000001)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: HPET 0x00000000BFEDEBED 000038 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LNVO 00000001)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: SLIC 0x00000000BFEDEC25 000176 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LTP 00000000)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: SLIC 0x00000000BFEDEE62 000176 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LTP 00000000)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: BOOT 0x00000000BFEDEFD8 000028 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 LTP 00000001)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: SSDT 0x00000000BFEF2697 00025F (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: SSDT 0x00000000BFEF28F6 0000A6 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: SSDT 0x00000000BFEF299C 0004F7 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: SSDT 0x00000000BFEF2E93 0001D8 (v01 LENOVO TP-79 00002220 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: Local APIC address 0xfee00000
[ 0.000000] No NUMA configuration found
[ 0.000000] Faking a node at [mem 0x0000000000000000-0x00000000bfecffff]
[ 0.000000] NODE_DATA(0) allocated [mem 0xbfecb000-0xbfecffff]
[ 0.000000] Zone ranges:
[ 0.000000] DMA [mem 0x0000000000001000-0x0000000000ffffff]
[ 0.000000] DMA32 [mem 0x0000000001000000-0x00000000bfecffff]
[ 0.000000] Normal empty
[ 0.000000] Device empty
[ 0.000000] Movable zone start for each node
[ 0.000000] Early memory node ranges
[ 0.000000] node 0: [mem 0x0000000000001000-0x000000000009efff]
[ 0.000000] node 0: [mem 0x0000000000100000-0x00000000bfecffff]
[ 0.000000] Initmem setup node 0 [mem 0x0000000000001000-0x00000000bfecffff]
[ 0.000000] On node 0 totalpages: 786030
[ 0.000000] DMA zone: 64 pages used for memmap
[ 0.000000] DMA zone: 21 pages reserved
[ 0.000000] DMA zone: 3998 pages, LIFO batch:0
[ 0.000000] DMA32 zone: 12220 pages used for memmap
[ 0.000000] DMA32 zone: 782032 pages, LIFO batch:31
[ 0.000000] ACPI: PM-Timer IO Port: 0x1008
[ 0.000000] ACPI: Local APIC address 0xfee00000
[ 0.000000] ACPI: LAPIC_NMI (acpi_id[0x00] high edge lint[0x1])
[ 0.000000] ACPI: LAPIC_NMI (acpi_id[0x01] high edge lint[0x1])
[ 0.000000] IOAPIC[0]: apic_id 1, version 32, address 0xfec00000, GSI 0-23
[ 0.000000] ACPI: INT_SRC_OVR (bus 0 bus_irq 0 global_irq 2 dfl dfl)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: INT_SRC_OVR (bus 0 bus_irq 9 global_irq 9 high level)
[ 0.000000] ACPI: IRQ0 used by override.
[ 0.000000] ACPI: IRQ9 used by override.
[ 0.000000] Using ACPI (MADT) for SMP configuration information
[ 0.000000] ACPI: HPET id: 0x8086a201 base: 0xfed00000
[ 0.000000] smpboot: Allowing 2 CPUs, 0 hotplug CPUs
[ 0.000000] PM: Registered nosave memory: [mem 0x00000000-0x00000fff]
[ 0.000000] PM: Registered nosave memory: [mem 0x0009f000-0x0009ffff]
[ 0.000000] PM: Registered nosave memory: [mem 0x000a0000-0x000d1fff]
[ 0.000000] PM: Registered nosave memory: [mem 0x000d2000-0x000d3fff]
[ 0.000000] PM: Registered nosave memory: [mem 0x000d4000-0x000dbfff]
[ 0.000000] PM: Registered nosave memory: [mem 0x000dc000-0x000fffff]
[ 0.000000] e820: [mem 0xc0000000-0xefffffff] available for PCI devices
[ 0.000000] Booting paravirtualized kernel on bare hardware
[ 0.000000] clocksource: refined-jiffies: mask: 0xffffffff max_cycles: 0xffffffff, max_idle_ns: 7645519600211568 ns
[ 0.000000] setup_percpu: NR_CPUS:512 nr_cpumask_bits:512 nr_cpu_ids:2 nr_node_ids:1
[ 0.000000] percpu: Embedded 44 pages/cpu @ffff9ebaffa00000 s142232 r8192 d29800 u1048576
[ 0.000000] pcpu-alloc: s142232 r8192 d29800 u1048576 alloc=1*2097152
[ 0.000000] pcpu-alloc: [0] 0 1
[ 0.000000] Built 1 zonelists, mobility grouping on. Total pages: 773725
[ 0.000000] Policy zone: DMA32
[ 0.000000] Kernel command line: BOOT_IMAGE=/boot/vmlinuz-4.14.0-3-amd64 root=UUID=bf5d72ca-55f4-4e01-9c01-fd74791524c6 ro quiet
[ 0.000000] PID hash table entries: 4096 (order: 3, 32768 bytes)
[ 0.000000] Calgary: detecting Calgary via BIOS EBDA area
[ 0.000000] Calgary: Unable to locate Rio Grande table in EBDA - bailing!
[ 0.000000] Memory: 3050764K/3144120K available (10252K kernel code, 1146K rwdata, 3040K rodata, 1508K init, 664K bss, 93356K reserved, 0K cma-reserved)
[ 0.000000] Kernel/User page tables isolation: enabled
[ 0.000000] ftrace: allocating 29024 entries in 114 pages
[ 0.000000] Hierarchical RCU implementation.
[ 0.000000] RCU restricting CPUs from NR_CPUS=512 to nr_cpu_ids=2.
[ 0.000000] RCU: Adjusting geometry for rcu_fanout_leaf=16, nr_cpu_ids=2
[ 0.000000] NR_IRQS: 33024, nr_irqs: 440, preallocated irqs: 16
[ 0.000000] Console: colour VGA+ 80x25
[ 0.000000] console [tty0] enabled
[ 0.000000] clocksource: hpet: mask: 0xffffffff max_cycles: 0xffffffff, max_idle_ns: 133484882848 ns
[ 0.000000] hpet clockevent registered
[ 0.000000] tsc: Fast TSC calibration using PIT
[ 0.004000] tsc: Detected 1994.317 MHz processor
[ 0.004000] Calibrating delay loop (skipped), value calculated using timer frequency.. 3988.63 BogoMIPS (lpj=7977268)
[ 0.004000] pid_max: default: 32768 minimum: 301
[ 0.004000] ACPI: Core revision 20170728
[ 0.030376] ACPI: 6 ACPI AML tables successfully acquired and loaded
[ 0.030476] Security Framework initialized
[ 0.030480] Yama: disabled by default; enable with sysctl kernel.yama.*
[ 0.030515] AppArmor: AppArmor initialized
[ 0.033444] Dentry cache hash table entries: 524288 (order: 10, 4194304 bytes)
[ 0.035514] Inode-cache hash table entries: 262144 (order: 9, 2097152 bytes)
[ 0.035630] Mount-cache hash table entries: 8192 (order: 4, 65536 bytes)
[ 0.035704] Mountpoint-cache hash table entries: 8192 (order: 4, 65536 bytes)
[ 0.036320] CPU: Physical Processor ID: 0
[ 0.036322] CPU: Processor Core ID: 0
[ 0.036326] mce: CPU supports 6 MCE banks
[ 0.036339] CPU0: Thermal monitoring enabled (TM2)
[ 0.036345] process: using mwait in idle threads
[ 0.036355] Last level iTLB entries: 4KB 128, 2MB 4, 4MB 4
[ 0.036357] Last level dTLB entries: 4KB 256, 2MB 0, 4MB 32, 1GB 0
[ 0.036595] Freeing SMP alternatives memory: 28K
[ 0.040184] smpboot: Max logical packages: 1
[ 0.040722] ..TIMER: vector=0x30 apic1=0 pin1=2 apic2=-1 pin2=-1
[ 0.084000] smpboot: CPU0: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU T7200 @ 2.00GHz (family: 0x6, model: 0xf, stepping: 0x6)
[ 0.084000] Performance Events: PEBS fmt0-, Core2 events, Intel PMU driver.
[ 0.084000] core: PEBS disabled due to CPU errata
[ 0.084000] ... version: 2
[ 0.084000] ... bit width: 40
[ 0.084000] ... generic registers: 2
[ 0.084000] ... value mask: 000000ffffffffff
[ 0.084000] ... max period: 000000007fffffff
[ 0.084000] ... fixed-purpose events: 3
[ 0.084000] ... event mask: 0000000700000003
[ 0.084000] Hierarchical SRCU implementation.
[ 0.084000] smp: Bringing up secondary CPUs ...
[ 0.084000] x86: Booting SMP configuration:
[ 0.084000] .... node #0, CPUs: #1
[ 0.084000] TSC synchronization [CPU#0 -> CPU#1]:
[ 0.084000] Measured 617328 cycles TSC warp between CPUs, turning off TSC clock.
[ 0.084000] tsc: Marking TSC unstable due to check_tsc_sync_source failed
[ 0.084115] smp: Brought up 1 node, 2 CPUs
[ 0.084115] smpboot: Total of 2 processors activated (7977.26 BogoMIPS)
[ 0.088505] NMI watchdog: Enabled. Permanently consumes one hw-PMU counter.

[ 0.088562] devtmpfs: initialized
[ 0.088562] x86/mm: Memory block size: 128MB
[ 0.089224] PM: Registering ACPI NVS region [mem 0xbfedf000-0xbfefffff] (135168 bytes)
[ 0.089224] clocksource: jiffies: mask: 0xffffffff max_cycles: 0xffffffff, max_idle_ns: 7645041785100000 ns
[ 0.089224] futex hash table entries: 512 (order: 3, 32768 bytes)
[ 0.089224] pinctrl core: initialized pinctrl subsystem
[ 0.089224] NET: Registered protocol family 16
[ 0.092029] cpuidle: using governor ladder
[ 0.092030] cpuidle: using governor menu
[ 0.092057] Simple Boot Flag at 0x35 set to 0x1
[ 0.092076] ACPI FADT declares the system doesn’t support PCIe ASPM, so disable it
[ 0.092079] ACPI: bus type PCI registered
[ 0.092081] acpiphp: ACPI Hot Plug PCI Controller Driver version: 0.5
[ 0.092228] PCI: MMCONFIG for domain 0000 [bus 00-3f] at [mem 0xf0000000-0xf3ffffff] (base 0xf0000000)
[ 0.092235] PCI: MMCONFIG at [mem 0xf0000000-0xf3ffffff] reserved in E820
[ 0.092251] PCI: Using configuration type 1 for base access
[ 0.092294] mtrr: your CPUs had inconsistent variable MTRR settings
[ 0.092294] mtrr: probably your BIOS does not setup all CPUs.
[ 0.092294] mtrr: corrected configuration.
[ 0.093584] HugeTLB registered 2.00 MiB page size, pre-allocated 0 pages
[ 0.093584] ACPI: Added _OSI(Module Device)
[ 0.093584] ACPI: Added _OSI(Processor Device)
[ 0.093584] ACPI: Added _OSI(3.0 _SCP Extensions)
[ 0.093584] ACPI: Added _OSI(Processor Aggregator Device)
[ 0.096011] ACPI: EC: EC started
[ 0.096013] ACPI: EC: interrupt blocked
[ 0.097920] ACPI: \: Used as first EC
[ 0.097924] ACPI: \: GPE=0x1c, EC_CMD/EC_SC=0x66, EC_DATA=0x62
[ 0.097928] ACPI: \: Used as boot ECDT EC to handle transactions
[ 0.116423] ACPI: Dynamic OEM Table Load:
[ 0.116438] ACPI: SSDT 0xFFFF9EBAFB987C00 000282 (v01 PmRef Cpu0Ist 00000100 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.116974] ACPI: Dynamic OEM Table Load:
[ 0.116989] ACPI: SSDT 0xFFFF9EBAFB988000 00065A (v01 PmRef Cpu0Cst 00000100 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.117972] ACPI: Dynamic OEM Table Load:
[ 0.117985] ACPI: SSDT 0xFFFF9EBAFB97FA00 0000C8 (v01 PmRef Cpu1Ist 00000100 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.118331] ACPI: Dynamic OEM Table Load:
[ 0.118343] ACPI: SSDT 0xFFFF9EBAFB8DA000 000085 (v01 PmRef Cpu1Cst 00000100 INTL 20050513)
[ 0.119011] ACPI: Interpreter enabled
[ 0.119050] ACPI: (supports S0 S3 S4 S5)
[ 0.119053] ACPI: Using IOAPIC for interrupt routing
[ 0.119109] PCI: Using host bridge windows from ACPI; if necessary, use "pci=nocrs" and report a bug
[ 0.119569] ACPI: GPE 0x01 active on init
[ 0.119612] ACPI: Enabled 4 GPEs in block 00 to 1F
[ 0.133748] ACPI: Power Resource [PUBS] (on)
[ 0.135880] acpi PNP0C0A:01: ACPI dock station (docks/bays count: 1)
[ 0.138812] acpi LNXIOBAY:00: ACPI dock station (docks/bays count: 2)
[ 0.148021] acpi IBM0079:00: ACPI dock station (docks/bays count: 3)
[ 0.149167] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKA] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.149424] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKB] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.149677] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKC] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.149927] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKD] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.150177] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKE] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.150427] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKF] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.150677] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKG] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.150928] ACPI: PCI Interrupt Link [LNKH] (IRQs 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 *11)
[ 0.151164] ACPI: PCI Root Bridge [PCI0] (domain 0000 [bus 00-ff])
[ 0.151173] acpi PNP0A08:00: _OSC: OS supports [ExtendedConfig ASPM ClockPM Segments MSI]
[ 0.152409] acpi PNP0A08:00: _OSC: OS now controls [PCIeHotplug PME AER PCIeCapability]
[ 0.152413] acpi PNP0A08:00: FADT indicates ASPM is unsupported, using BIOS configuration
[ 0.152439] acpi PNP0A08:00: [Firmware Info]: MMCONFIG for domain 0000 [bus 00-3f] only partially covers this bridge
[ 0.152894] PCI host bridge to bus 0000:00
[ 0.152900] pci_bus 0000:00: root bus resource [io 0x0000-0x0cf7 window]
[ 0.152904] pci_bus 0000:00: root bus resource [io 0x0d00-0xffff window]
[ 0.152908] pci_bus 0000:00: root bus resource [mem 0x000a0000-0x000bffff window]
[ 0.152911] pci_bus 0000:00: root bus resource [mem 0x000d4000-0x000d7fff window]
[ 0.152915] pci_bus 0000:00: root bus resource [mem 0x000d8000-0x000dbfff window]
[ 0.152919] pci_bus 0000:00: root bus resource [mem 0xc0000000-0xfebfffff window]
[ 0.152923] pci_bus 0000:00: root bus resource [bus 00-ff]
[ 0.152941] pci 0000:00:00.0: [8086:27a0] type 00 class 0x060000
[ 0.153164] pci 0000:00:01.0: [8086:27a1] type 01 class 0x060400
[ 0.153247] pci 0000:00:01.0: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.153494] pci 0000:00:1b.0: [8086:27d8] type 00 class 0x040300
[ 0.153535] pci 0000:00:1b.0: reg 0x10: [mem 0xee400000-0xee403fff 64bit]
[ 0.153674] pci 0000:00:1b.0: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.153876] pci 0000:00:1c.0: [8086:27d0] type 01 class 0x060400
[ 0.154026] pci 0000:00:1c.0: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.154229] pci 0000:00:1c.1: [8086:27d2] type 01 class 0x060400
[ 0.154380] pci 0000:00:1c.1: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.154586] pci 0000:00:1c.2: [8086:27d4] type 01 class 0x060400
[ 0.154736] pci 0000:00:1c.2: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.154946] pci 0000:00:1c.3: [8086:27d6] type 01 class 0x060400
[ 0.155097] pci 0000:00:1c.3: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.155300] pci 0000:00:1d.0: [8086:27c8] type 00 class 0x0c0300
[ 0.155375] pci 0000:00:1d.0: reg 0x20: [io 0x1800-0x181f]
[ 0.155594] pci 0000:00:1d.1: [8086:27c9] type 00 class 0x0c0300
[ 0.155668] pci 0000:00:1d.1: reg 0x20: [io 0x1820-0x183f]
[ 0.155883] pci 0000:00:1d.2: [8086:27ca] type 00 class 0x0c0300
[ 0.155957] pci 0000:00:1d.2: reg 0x20: [io 0x1840-0x185f]
[ 0.156181] pci 0000:00:1d.3: [8086:27cb] type 00 class 0x0c0300
[ 0.156255] pci 0000:00:1d.3: reg 0x20: [io 0x1860-0x187f]
[ 0.156474] pci 0000:00:1d.7: [8086:27cc] type 00 class 0x0c0320
[ 0.156509] pci 0000:00:1d.7: reg 0x10: [mem 0xee404000-0xee4043ff]
[ 0.156636] pci 0000:00:1d.7: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.156823] pci 0000:00:1e.0: [8086:2448] type 01 class 0x060401
[ 0.157103] pci 0000:00:1f.0: [8086:27b9] type 00 class 0x060100
[ 0.157248] pci 0000:00:1f.0: quirk: [io 0x1000-0x107f] claimed by ICH6 ACPI/GPIO/TCO
[ 0.157256] pci 0000:00:1f.0: quirk: [io 0x1180-0x11bf] claimed by ICH6 GPIO
[ 0.157263] pci 0000:00:1f.0: ICH7 LPC Generic IO decode 1 PIO at 1600 (mask 007f)
[ 0.157269] pci 0000:00:1f.0: ICH7 LPC Generic IO decode 2 PIO at 15e0 (mask 000f)
[ 0.157275] pci 0000:00:1f.0: ICH7 LPC Generic IO decode 3 PIO at 1680 (mask 001f)
[ 0.157483] pci 0000:00:1f.1: [8086:27df] type 00 class 0x01018a
[ 0.157513] pci 0000:00:1f.1: reg 0x10: [io 0x0000-0x0007]
[ 0.157528] pci 0000:00:1f.1: reg 0x14: [io 0x0000-0x0003]
[ 0.157543] pci 0000:00:1f.1: reg 0x18: [io 0x0000-0x0007]
[ 0.157558] pci 0000:00:1f.1: reg 0x1c: [io 0x0000-0x0003]
[ 0.157573] pci 0000:00:1f.1: reg 0x20: [io 0x1880-0x188f]
[ 0.157605] pci 0000:00:1f.1: legacy IDE quirk: reg 0x10: [io 0x01f0-0x01f7]
[ 0.157608] pci 0000:00:1f.1: legacy IDE quirk: reg 0x14: [io 0x03f6]
[ 0.157612] pci 0000:00:1f.1: legacy IDE quirk: reg 0x18: [io 0x0170-0x0177]
[ 0.157615] pci 0000:00:1f.1: legacy IDE quirk: reg 0x1c: [io 0x0376]
[ 0.157799] pci 0000:00:1f.2: [8086:27c5] type 00 class 0x010601
[ 0.157833] pci 0000:00:1f.2: reg 0x10: [io 0x18c8-0x18cf]
[ 0.157848] pci 0000:00:1f.2: reg 0x14: [io 0x18ac-0x18af]
[ 0.157863] pci 0000:00:1f.2: reg 0x18: [io 0x18c0-0x18c7]
[ 0.157878] pci 0000:00:1f.2: reg 0x1c: [io 0x18a8-0x18ab]
[ 0.157893] pci 0000:00:1f.2: reg 0x20: [io 0x18b0-0x18bf]
[ 0.157908] pci 0000:00:1f.2: reg 0x24: [mem 0xee404400-0xee4047ff]
[ 0.157981] pci 0000:00:1f.2: PME# supported from D3hot
[ 0.158161] pci 0000:00:1f.3: [8086:27da] type 00 class 0x0c0500
[ 0.158254] pci 0000:00:1f.3: reg 0x20: [io 0x18e0-0x18ff]
[ 0.158615] pci 0000:01:00.0: [1002:7145] type 00 class 0x030000
[ 0.158701] pci 0000:01:00.0: reg 0x10: [mem 0xd8000000-0xdfffffff pref]
[ 0.158744] pci 0000:01:00.0: reg 0x14: [io 0x2000-0x20ff]
[ 0.158786] pci 0000:01:00.0: reg 0x18: [mem 0xee100000-0xee10ffff]
[ 0.158944] pci 0000:01:00.0: reg 0x30: [mem 0x00000000-0x0001ffff pref]
[ 0.158974] pci 0000:01:00.0: enabling Extended Tags
[ 0.159180] pci 0000:01:00.0: supports D1 D2
[ 0.168039] pci 0000:00:01.0: PCI bridge to [bus 01]
[ 0.168045] pci 0000:00:01.0: bridge window [io 0x2000-0x2fff]
[ 0.168050] pci 0000:00:01.0: bridge window [mem 0xee100000-0xee1fffff]
[ 0.168058] pci 0000:00:01.0: bridge window [mem 0xd8000000-0xdfffffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.168251] pci 0000:02:00.0: [8086:109a] type 00 class 0x020000
[ 0.168310] pci 0000:02:00.0: reg 0x10: [mem 0xee000000-0xee01ffff]
[ 0.168356] pci 0000:02:00.0: reg 0x18: [io 0x3000-0x301f]
[ 0.168584] pci 0000:02:00.0: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.180100] pci 0000:00:1c.0: PCI bridge to [bus 02]
[ 0.180107] pci 0000:00:1c.0: bridge window [io 0x3000-0x3fff]
[ 0.180114] pci 0000:00:1c.0: bridge window [mem 0xee000000-0xee0fffff]
[ 0.180317] pci 0000:03:00.0: [8086:4222] type 00 class 0x028000
[ 0.180422] pci 0000:03:00.0: reg 0x10: [mem 0xedf00000-0xedf00fff]
[ 0.180903] pci 0000:03:00.0: PME# supported from D0 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.192100] pci 0000:00:1c.1: PCI bridge to [bus 03]
[ 0.192107] pci 0000:00:1c.1: bridge window [io 0x4000-0x5fff]
[ 0.192114] pci 0000:00:1c.1: bridge window [mem 0xec000000-0xedffffff]
[ 0.192124] pci 0000:00:1c.1: bridge window [mem 0xe4000000-0xe40fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.192271] pci 0000:00:1c.2: PCI bridge to [bus 04-0b]
[ 0.192278] pci 0000:00:1c.2: bridge window [io 0x6000-0x7fff]
[ 0.192285] pci 0000:00:1c.2: bridge window [mem 0xe8000000-0xe9ffffff]
[ 0.192295] pci 0000:00:1c.2: bridge window [mem 0xe4100000-0xe41fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.192417] pci 0000:00:1c.3: PCI bridge to [bus 0c-13]
[ 0.192424] pci 0000:00:1c.3: bridge window [io 0x8000-0x9fff]
[ 0.192431] pci 0000:00:1c.3: bridge window [mem 0xea000000-0xebffffff]
[ 0.192441] pci 0000:00:1c.3: bridge window [mem 0xe4200000-0xe42fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.192571] pci 0000:15:00.0: [104c:ac56] type 02 class 0x060700
[ 0.192612] pci 0000:15:00.0: reg 0x10: [mem 0xe4300000-0xe4300fff]
[ 0.192675] pci 0000:15:00.0: supports D1 D2
[ 0.192679] pci 0000:15:00.0: PME# supported from D0 D1 D2 D3hot D3cold
[ 0.192874] pci 0000:00:1e.0: PCI bridge to [bus 15-18] (subtractive decode)
[ 0.192881] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [io 0xa000-0xdfff]
[ 0.192888] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0xe4300000-0xe7ffffff]
[ 0.192898] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.192903] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [io 0x0000-0x0cf7 window] (subtractive decode)
[ 0.192907] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [io 0x0d00-0xffff window] (subtractive decode)
[ 0.192911] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0x000a0000-0x000bffff window] (subtractive decode)
[ 0.192915] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0x000d4000-0x000d7fff window] (subtractive decode)
[ 0.192919] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0x000d8000-0x000dbfff window] (subtractive decode)
[ 0.192923] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0xc0000000-0xfebfffff window] (subtractive decode)
[ 0.193022] pci_bus 0000:16: busn_res: [bus 16-18] end is updated to 17
[ 0.196773] ACPI: EC: interrupt unblocked
[ 0.196786] ACPI: EC: event unblocked
[ 0.196798] ACPI: \_SB_.PCI0.LPC_.EC__: GPE=0x1c, EC_CMD/EC_SC=0x66, EC_DATA=0x62
[ 0.196802] ACPI: \_SB_.PCI0.LPC_.EC__: Used as boot DSDT EC to handle transactions and events
[ 0.196976] pci 0000:01:00.0: vgaarb: setting as boot VGA device
[ 0.196976] pci 0000:01:00.0: vgaarb: VGA device added: decodes=io+mem,owns=io+mem,locks=none
[ 0.196976] pci 0000:01:00.0: vgaarb: bridge control possible
[ 0.196976] vgaarb: loaded
[ 0.196976] EDAC MC: Ver: 3.0.0
[ 0.196976] PCI: Using ACPI for IRQ routing
[ 0.200572] PCI: pci_cache_line_size set to 64 bytes
[ 0.200891] e820: reserve RAM buffer [mem 0x0009f000-0x0009ffff]
[ 0.200894] e820: reserve RAM buffer [mem 0xbfed0000-0xbfffffff]

[ 0.201186] HPET: 3 timers in total, 0 timers will be used for per-cpu timer
[ 0.201186] hpet0: at MMIO 0xfed00000, IRQs 2, 8, 0
[ 0.201186] hpet0: 3 comparators, 64-bit 14.318180 MHz counter
[ 0.202114] clocksource: Switched to clocksource hpet
[ 0.230773] VFS: Disk quotas dquot_6.6.0
[ 0.230828] VFS: Dquot-cache hash table entries: 512 (order 0, 4096 bytes)
[ 0.231106] AppArmor: AppArmor Filesystem Enabled
[ 0.231154] pnp: PnP ACPI init
[ 0.232403] system 00:00: [mem 0x00000000-0x0009ffff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232409] system 00:00: [mem 0x000c0000-0x000c3fff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232414] system 00:00: [mem 0x000c4000-0x000c7fff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232418] system 00:00: [mem 0x000c8000-0x000cbfff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232423] system 00:00: [mem 0x000cc000-0x000cffff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232427] system 00:00: [mem 0x000d0000-0x000d3fff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232432] system 00:00: [mem 0x000dc000-0x000dffff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232437] system 00:00: [mem 0x000e0000-0x000e3fff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232441] system 00:00: [mem 0x000e4000-0x000e7fff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232446] system 00:00: [mem 0x000e8000-0x000ebfff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232450] system 00:00: [mem 0x000ec000-0x000effff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232455] system 00:00: [mem 0x000f0000-0x000fffff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232460] system 00:00: [mem 0x00100000-0xbfffffff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232465] system 00:00: [mem 0xfec00000-0xffffffff] could not be reserved
[ 0.232478] system 00:00: Plug and Play ACPI device, IDs PNP0c01 (active)
[ 0.232852] system 00:01: [io 0x164e-0x164f] has been reserved
[ 0.232857] system 00:01: [io 0x1000-0x107f] has been reserved
[ 0.232862] system 00:01: [io 0x1180-0x11bf] has been reserved
[ 0.232868] system 00:01: [io 0x0800-0x080f] has been reserved
[ 0.232872] system 00:01: [io 0x15e0-0x15ef] has been reserved
[ 0.232877] system 00:01: [io 0x1600-0x165f] could not be reserved
[ 0.232883] system 00:01: [mem 0xf0000000-0xf3ffffff] has been reserved
[ 0.232887] system 00:01: [mem 0xfed1c000-0xfed1ffff] has been reserved
[ 0.232892] system 00:01: [mem 0xfed14000-0xfed17fff] has been reserved
[ 0.232896] system 00:01: [mem 0xfed18000-0xfed18fff] has been reserved
[ 0.232902] system 00:01: [mem 0xfed19000-0xfed19fff] has been reserved
[ 0.232907] system 00:01: [mem 0xfed40000-0xfed40fff] has been reserved
[ 0.232919] system 00:01: Plug and Play ACPI device, IDs PNP0c02 (active)
[ 0.233071] pnp 00:02: Plug and Play ACPI device, IDs PNP0b00 (active)
[ 0.233138] pnp 00:03: Plug and Play ACPI device, IDs PNP0303 (active)
[ 0.233203] pnp 00:04: Plug and Play ACPI device, IDs IBM0057 PNP0f13 (active)
[ 0.234698] pnp: PnP ACPI: found 5 devices
[ 0.244447] clocksource: acpi_pm: mask: 0xffffff max_cycles: 0xffffff, max_idle_ns: 2085701024 ns
[ 0.244484] pci 0000:00:1c.0: bridge window [mem 0x00100000-0x000fffff 64bit pref] to [bus 02] add_size 200000 add_align 100000
[ 0.244561] pci 0000:00:1c.0: BAR 15: assigned [mem 0xc0000000-0xc01fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244570] pci 0000:01:00.0: BAR 6: assigned [mem 0xee120000-0xee13ffff pref]
[ 0.244575] pci 0000:00:01.0: PCI bridge to [bus 01]
[ 0.244580] pci 0000:00:01.0: bridge window [io 0x2000-0x2fff]
[ 0.244586] pci 0000:00:01.0: bridge window [mem 0xee100000-0xee1fffff]
[ 0.244592] pci 0000:00:01.0: bridge window [mem 0xd8000000-0xdfffffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244599] pci 0000:00:1c.0: PCI bridge to [bus 02]
[ 0.244604] pci 0000:00:1c.0: bridge window [io 0x3000-0x3fff]
[ 0.244613] pci 0000:00:1c.0: bridge window [mem 0xee000000-0xee0fffff]
[ 0.244619] pci 0000:00:1c.0: bridge window [mem 0xc0000000-0xc01fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244630] pci 0000:00:1c.1: PCI bridge to [bus 03]
[ 0.244635] pci 0000:00:1c.1: bridge window [io 0x4000-0x5fff]
[ 0.244643] pci 0000:00:1c.1: bridge window [mem 0xec000000-0xedffffff]
[ 0.244650] pci 0000:00:1c.1: bridge window [mem 0xe4000000-0xe40fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244660] pci 0000:00:1c.2: PCI bridge to [bus 04-0b]
[ 0.244666] pci 0000:00:1c.2: bridge window [io 0x6000-0x7fff]
[ 0.244674] pci 0000:00:1c.2: bridge window [mem 0xe8000000-0xe9ffffff]
[ 0.244680] pci 0000:00:1c.2: bridge window [mem 0xe4100000-0xe41fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244691] pci 0000:00:1c.3: PCI bridge to [bus 0c-13]
[ 0.244696] pci 0000:00:1c.3: bridge window [io 0x8000-0x9fff]
[ 0.244704] pci 0000:00:1c.3: bridge window [mem 0xea000000-0xebffffff]
[ 0.244711] pci 0000:00:1c.3: bridge window [mem 0xe4200000-0xe42fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244728] pci 0000:15:00.0: BAR 15: assigned [mem 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff pref]
[ 0.244735] pci 0000:15:00.0: BAR 16: assigned [mem 0xc4000000-0xc7ffffff]
[ 0.244740] pci 0000:15:00.0: BAR 13: assigned [io 0xa000-0xa0ff]
[ 0.244744] pci 0000:15:00.0: BAR 14: assigned [io 0xa400-0xa4ff]
[ 0.244750] pci 0000:15:00.0: CardBus bridge to [bus 16-17]
[ 0.244753] pci 0000:15:00.0: bridge window [io 0xa000-0xa0ff]
[ 0.244761] pci 0000:15:00.0: bridge window [io 0xa400-0xa4ff]
[ 0.244769] pci 0000:15:00.0: bridge window [mem 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff pref]
[ 0.244776] pci 0000:15:00.0: bridge window [mem 0xc4000000-0xc7ffffff]
[ 0.244785] pci 0000:00:1e.0: PCI bridge to [bus 15-18]
[ 0.244790] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [io 0xa000-0xdfff]
[ 0.244798] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0xe4300000-0xe7ffffff]
[ 0.244804] pci 0000:00:1e.0: bridge window [mem 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244816] pci_bus 0000:00: resource 4 [io 0x0000-0x0cf7 window]
[ 0.244820] pci_bus 0000:00: resource 5 [io 0x0d00-0xffff window]
[ 0.244824] pci_bus 0000:00: resource 6 [mem 0x000a0000-0x000bffff window]
[ 0.244828] pci_bus 0000:00: resource 7 [mem 0x000d4000-0x000d7fff window]
[ 0.244832] pci_bus 0000:00: resource 8 [mem 0x000d8000-0x000dbfff window]
[ 0.244835] pci_bus 0000:00: resource 9 [mem 0xc0000000-0xfebfffff window]
[ 0.244839] pci_bus 0000:01: resource 0 [io 0x2000-0x2fff]
[ 0.244843] pci_bus 0000:01: resource 1 [mem 0xee100000-0xee1fffff]
[ 0.244846] pci_bus 0000:01: resource 2 [mem 0xd8000000-0xdfffffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244850] pci_bus 0000:02: resource 0 [io 0x3000-0x3fff]
[ 0.244854] pci_bus 0000:02: resource 1 [mem 0xee000000-0xee0fffff]
[ 0.244857] pci_bus 0000:02: resource 2 [mem 0xc0000000-0xc01fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244861] pci_bus 0000:03: resource 0 [io 0x4000-0x5fff]
[ 0.244865] pci_bus 0000:03: resource 1 [mem 0xec000000-0xedffffff]
[ 0.244868] pci_bus 0000:03: resource 2 [mem 0xe4000000-0xe40fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244872] pci_bus 0000:04: resource 0 [io 0x6000-0x7fff]
[ 0.244875] pci_bus 0000:04: resource 1 [mem 0xe8000000-0xe9ffffff]
[ 0.244879] pci_bus 0000:04: resource 2 [mem 0xe4100000-0xe41fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244882] pci_bus 0000:0c: resource 0 [io 0x8000-0x9fff]
[ 0.244886] pci_bus 0000:0c: resource 1 [mem 0xea000000-0xebffffff]
[ 0.244890] pci_bus 0000:0c: resource 2 [mem 0xe4200000-0xe42fffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244893] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 0 [io 0xa000-0xdfff]
[ 0.244897] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 1 [mem 0xe4300000-0xe7ffffff]
[ 0.244900] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 2 [mem 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff 64bit pref]
[ 0.244904] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 4 [io 0x0000-0x0cf7 window]
[ 0.244907] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 5 [io 0x0d00-0xffff window]
[ 0.244911] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 6 [mem 0x000a0000-0x000bffff window]
[ 0.244915] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 7 [mem 0x000d4000-0x000d7fff window]
[ 0.244919] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 8 [mem 0x000d8000-0x000dbfff window]
[ 0.244922] pci_bus 0000:15: resource 9 [mem 0xc0000000-0xfebfffff window]
[ 0.244926] pci_bus 0000:16: resource 0 [io 0xa000-0xa0ff]
[ 0.244930] pci_bus 0000:16: resource 1 [io 0xa400-0xa4ff]
[ 0.244933] pci_bus 0000:16: resource 2 [mem 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff pref]
[ 0.244937] pci_bus 0000:16: resource 3 [mem 0xc4000000-0xc7ffffff]
[ 0.245164] NET: Registered protocol family 2
[ 0.245544] TCP established hash table entries: 32768 (order: 6, 262144 bytes)
[ 0.245756] TCP bind hash table entries: 32768 (order: 7, 524288 bytes)
[ 0.246065] TCP: Hash tables configured (established 32768 bind 32768)
[ 0.246161] UDP hash table entries: 2048 (order: 4, 65536 bytes)
[ 0.246208] UDP-Lite hash table entries: 2048 (order: 4, 65536 bytes)
[ 0.246371] NET: Registered protocol family 1
[ 0.248126] pci 0000:01:00.0: Video device with shadowed ROM at [mem 0x000c0000-0x000dffff]
[ 0.248258] PCI: CLS mismatch (64 != 32), using 64 bytes
[ 0.248355] Unpacking initramfs...
[ 1.236655] Freeing initrd memory: 21044K
[ 1.236791] clocksource: tsc: mask: 0xffffffffffffffff max_cycles: 0x397e6b68df2, max_idle_ns: 881590472143 ns
[ 1.237573] audit: initializing netlink subsys (disabled)
[ 1.237726] audit: type=2000 audit(1516538668.236:1): state=initialized audit_enabled=0 res=1
[ 1.238576] workingset: timestamp_bits=40 max_order=20 bucket_order=0
[ 1.238632] zbud: loaded
[ 2.369635] Key type asymmetric registered
[ 2.369638] Asymmetric key parser ’x509’ registered
[ 2.369678] Block layer SCSI generic (bsg) driver version 0.4 loaded (major 249)
[ 2.369746] io scheduler noop registered
[ 2.369748] io scheduler deadline registered
[ 2.369786] io scheduler cfq registered (default)
[ 2.369788] io scheduler mq-deadline registered
[ 2.371919] pcieport 0000:00:01.0: Signaling PME with IRQ 24
[ 2.371984] pcieport 0000:00:1c.0: Signaling PME with IRQ 25
[ 2.372057] pcieport 0000:00:1c.1: Signaling PME with IRQ 26
[ 2.372106] pcieport 0000:00:1c.2: Signaling PME with IRQ 27
[ 2.372156] pcieport 0000:00:1c.3: Signaling PME with IRQ 28
[ 2.372214] pciehp 0000:00:1c.0:pcie004: Slot #2 AttnBtn- PwrCtrl- MRL- AttnInd- PwrInd- HotPlug+ Surprise+ Interlock- NoCompl- LLActRep+
[ 2.372293] pciehp 0000:00:1c.1:pcie004: Slot #3 AttnBtn- PwrCtrl- MRL- AttnInd- PwrInd- HotPlug+ Surprise+ Interlock- NoCompl- LLActRep+
[ 2.372364] pciehp 0000:00:1c.2:pcie004: Slot #4 AttnBtn- PwrCtrl- MRL- AttnInd- PwrInd- HotPlug+ Surprise+ Interlock- NoCompl- LLActRep+
[ 2.372432] pciehp 0000:00:1c.3:pcie004: Slot #5 AttnBtn- PwrCtrl- MRL- AttnInd- PwrInd- HotPlug+ Surprise+ Interlock- NoCompl- LLActRep+
[ 2.372530] intel_idle: does not run on family 6 model 15
[ 2.373338] Monitor-Mwait will be used to enter C-1 state
[ 2.373347] Monitor-Mwait will be used to enter C-2 state
[ 2.373353] Monitor-Mwait will be used to enter C-3 state
[ 2.376927] Serial: 8250/16550 driver, 4 ports, IRQ sharing enabled
[ 2.377835] Linux agpgart interface v0.103
[ 2.378165] AMD IOMMUv2 driver by Joerg Roedel <jroedel@suse.de>
[ 2.378167] AMD IOMMUv2 functionality not available on this system
[ 2.378576] i8042: PNP: PS/2 Controller [PNP0303:KBD,PNP0f13:MOU] at 0x60,0x64 irq 1,12
[ 2.385351] serio: i8042 KBD port at 0x60,0x64 irq 1
[ 2.385362] serio: i8042 AUX port at 0x60,0x64 irq 12
[ 2.385692] mousedev: PS/2 mouse device common for all mice
[ 2.385781] rtc_cmos 00:02: RTC can wake from S4
[ 2.386014] rtc_cmos 00:02: rtc core: registered rtc_cmos as rtc0
[ 2.386054] rtc_cmos 00:02: alarms up to one month, y3k, 114 bytes nvram, hpet irqs
[ 2.386120] ledtrig-cpu: registered to indicate activity on CPUs
[ 2.387214] NET: Registered protocol family 10
[ 2.387743] Segment Routing with IPv6
[ 2.387777] mip6: Mobile IPv6
[ 2.387782] NET: Registered protocol family 17
[ 2.387787] mpls_gso: MPLS GSO support
[ 2.388112] microcode: sig=0x6f6, pf=0x20, revision=0xc7
[ 2.388235] microcode: Microcode Update Driver: v2.2.
[ 2.388605] registered taskstats version 1
[ 2.388639] zswap: loaded using pool lzo/zbud
[ 2.388845] AppArmor: AppArmor sha1 policy hashing enabled
[ 2.388850] ima: No TPM chip found, activating TPM-bypass! (rc=-19)
[ 2.389669] rtc_cmos 00:02: setting system clock to 2018-01-21 12:44:30 UTC (1516538670)
[ 2.390496] input: AT Translated Set 2 keyboard as /devices/platform/i8042/serio0/input/input0
[ 2.395321] Freeing unused kernel memory: 1508K
[ 2.395324] Write protecting the kernel read-only data: 16384k
[ 2.397232] Freeing unused kernel memory: 2012K
[ 2.404276] Freeing unused kernel memory: 1056K
[ 2.423498] x86/mm: Checked W+X mappings: passed, no W+X pages found.
[ 2.423500] x86/mm: Checking user space page tables
[ 2.442418] x86/mm: Checked W+X mappings: passed, no W+X pages found.
[ 2.629568] (NULL device *): hwmon_device_register() is deprecated. Please convert the driver to use hwmon_device_register_with_info().
[ 2.630150] thermal LNXTHERM:00: registered as thermal_zone0

[ 2.630154] ACPI: Thermal Zone [THM0] (43 C)
[ 2.632303] thermal LNXTHERM:01: registered as thermal_zone1
[ 2.632306] ACPI: Thermal Zone [THM1] (45 C)
[ 2.661666] pps_core: LinuxPPS API ver. 1 registered
[ 2.661669] pps_core: Software ver. 5.3.6 - Copyright 2005-2007 Rodolfo Giometti <giometti@linux.it>
[ 2.662314] PTP clock support registered
[ 2.667774] e1000e: Intel(R) PRO/1000 Network Driver - 3.2.6-k
[ 2.667777] e1000e: Copyright(c) 1999 - 2015 Intel Corporation.
[ 2.667905] e1000e 0000:02:00.0: Disabling ASPM L1
[ 2.667910] e1000e 0000:02:00.0: can’t disable ASPM; OS doesn’t have ASPM control
[ 2.668309] e1000e 0000:02:00.0: Interrupt Throttling Rate (ints/sec) set to dynamic conservative mode
[ 2.679066] ACPI: bus type USB registered
[ 2.679737] usbcore: registered new interface driver usbfs
[ 2.679767] usbcore: registered new interface driver hub
[ 2.679830] usbcore: registered new device driver usb
[ 2.682150] ehci_hcd: USB 2.0 ’Enhanced’ Host Controller (EHCI) Driver
[ 2.685798] ehci-pci: EHCI PCI platform driver
[ 2.686043] SCSI subsystem initialized
[ 2.686110] ehci-pci 0000:00:1d.7: EHCI Host Controller
[ 2.686127] ehci-pci 0000:00:1d.7: new USB bus registered, assigned bus number 1
[ 2.686153] ehci-pci 0000:00:1d.7: debug port 1
[ 2.690081] ehci-pci 0000:00:1d.7: cache line size of 64 is not supported
[ 2.692080] ehci-pci 0000:00:1d.7: irq 19, io mem 0xee404000
[ 2.693954] uhci_hcd: USB Universal Host Controller Interface driver
[ 2.695694] libata version 3.00 loaded.
[ 2.708072] ehci-pci 0000:00:1d.7: USB 2.0 started, EHCI 1.00
[ 2.708380] usb usb1: New USB device found, idVendor=1d6b, idProduct=0002
[ 2.708385] usb usb1: New USB device strings: Mfr=3, Product=2, SerialNumber=1
[ 2.708389] usb usb1: Product: EHCI Host Controller
[ 2.708393] usb usb1: Manufacturer: Linux 4.14.0-3-amd64 ehci_hcd
[ 2.708396] usb usb1: SerialNumber: 0000:00:1d.7
[ 2.708704] hub 1-0:1.0: USB hub found
[ 2.708724] hub 1-0:1.0: 8 ports detected
[ 2.709685] i801_smbus 0000:00:1f.3: SMBus using PCI interrupt
[ 2.712159] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.0: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.712174] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.0: new USB bus registered, assigned bus number 2
[ 2.712187] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.0: detected 2 ports
[ 2.712230] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.0: irq 16, io base 0x00001800
[ 2.712377] usb usb2: New USB device found, idVendor=1d6b, idProduct=0001
[ 2.712382] usb usb2: New USB device strings: Mfr=3, Product=2, SerialNumber=1
[ 2.712386] usb usb2: Product: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.712389] usb usb2: Manufacturer: Linux 4.14.0-3-amd64 uhci_hcd
[ 2.712393] usb usb2: SerialNumber: 0000:00:1d.0
[ 2.712659] hub 2-0:1.0: USB hub found
[ 2.712681] hub 2-0:1.0: 2 ports detected
[ 2.713110] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.1: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.713122] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.1: new USB bus registered, assigned bus number 3
[ 2.713136] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.1: detected 2 ports
[ 2.713176] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.1: irq 17, io base 0x00001820
[ 2.713308] usb usb3: New USB device found, idVendor=1d6b, idProduct=0001
[ 2.713313] usb usb3: New USB device strings: Mfr=3, Product=2, SerialNumber=1
[ 2.713317] usb usb3: Product: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.713320] usb usb3: Manufacturer: Linux 4.14.0-3-amd64 uhci_hcd
[ 2.713324] usb usb3: SerialNumber: 0000:00:1d.1
[ 2.713596] hub 3-0:1.0: USB hub found
[ 2.713615] hub 3-0:1.0: 2 ports detected
[ 2.713915] ahci 0000:00:1f.2: version 3.0
[ 2.714185] ahci 0000:00:1f.2: AHCI 0001.0100 32 slots 4 ports 1.5 Gbps 0x1 impl SATA mode
[ 2.714192] ahci 0000:00:1f.2: flags: 64bit ncq pm led clo pio slum part
[ 2.716163] scsi host0: ahci
[ 2.736069] scsi host1: ahci
[ 2.744042] scsi host2: ahci
[ 2.752043] scsi host3: ahci
[ 2.752179] ata1: SATA max UDMA/133 abar m1024@0xee404400 port 0xee404500 irq 30
[ 2.752182] ata2: DUMMY
[ 2.752184] ata3: DUMMY
[ 2.752186] ata4: DUMMY
[ 2.752269] ata_piix 0000:00:1f.1: version 2.13
[ 2.760165] scsi host4: ata_piix
[ 2.768089] scsi host5: ata_piix
[ 2.768226] ata5: PATA max UDMA/100 cmd 0x1f0 ctl 0x3f6 bmdma 0x1880 irq 14
[ 2.768229] ata6: PATA max UDMA/100 cmd 0x170 ctl 0x376 bmdma 0x1888 irq 15
[ 2.768488] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.2: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.768501] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.2: new USB bus registered, assigned bus number 4
[ 2.768515] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.2: detected 2 ports
[ 2.768559] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.2: irq 18, io base 0x00001840
[ 2.768697] usb usb4: New USB device found, idVendor=1d6b, idProduct=0001
[ 2.768702] usb usb4: New USB device strings: Mfr=3, Product=2, SerialNumber=1
[ 2.768706] usb usb4: Product: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.768709] usb usb4: Manufacturer: Linux 4.14.0-3-amd64 uhci_hcd
[ 2.768713] usb usb4: SerialNumber: 0000:00:1d.2
[ 2.769039] hub 4-0:1.0: USB hub found
[ 2.769062] hub 4-0:1.0: 2 ports detected
[ 2.769493] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.3: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.769506] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.3: new USB bus registered, assigned bus number 5
[ 2.769518] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.3: detected 2 ports
[ 2.769564] uhci_hcd 0000:00:1d.3: irq 19, io base 0x00001860
[ 2.769693] usb usb5: New USB device found, idVendor=1d6b, idProduct=0001
[ 2.769697] usb usb5: New USB device strings: Mfr=3, Product=2, SerialNumber=1
[ 2.769701] usb usb5: Product: UHCI Host Controller
[ 2.769705] usb usb5: Manufacturer: Linux 4.14.0-3-amd64 uhci_hcd
[ 2.769708] usb usb5: SerialNumber: 0000:00:1d.3
[ 2.769960] hub 5-0:1.0: USB hub found
[ 2.769979] hub 5-0:1.0: 2 ports detected
[ 2.775856] ata6: port disabled--ignoring
[ 2.803262] e1000e 0000:02:00.0 eth0: (PCI Express:2.5GT/s:Width x1) 00:1a:6b:35:c7:ae
[ 2.803267] e1000e 0000:02:00.0 eth0: Intel(R) PRO/1000 Network Connection
[ 2.803349] e1000e 0000:02:00.0 eth0: MAC: 2, PHY: 2, PBA No: 005301-003
[ 2.935024] ata5.00: ATAPI: HL-DT-STCD-RW/DVD DRIVE GCC-4247N, 1.02, max UDMA/33
[ 2.939970] ata5.00: configured for UDMA/33
[ 3.064086] ata1: SATA link up 1.5 Gbps (SStatus 113 SControl 300)
[ 3.082200] ata1.00: ACPI cmd ef/02:00:00:00:00:a0 (SET FEATURES) succeeded
[ 3.082206] ata1.00: ACPI cmd f5/00:00:00:00:00:a0 (SECURITY FREEZE LOCK) filtered out
[ 3.097468] ata1.00: ATA-8: OCZ-VERTEX3 MI, 2.25, max UDMA/133
[ 3.097472] ata1.00: 468862128 sectors, multi 16: LBA48 NCQ (depth 31/32), AA
[ 3.102032] ata1.00: ACPI cmd ef/02:00:00:00:00:a0 (SET FEATURES) succeeded
[ 3.102039] ata1.00: ACPI cmd f5/00:00:00:00:00:a0 (SECURITY FREEZE LOCK) filtered out
[ 3.112479] ata1.00: configured for UDMA/133
[ 3.112899] scsi 0:0:0:0: Direct-Access ATA OCZ-VERTEX3 MI 2.25 PQ: 0 ANSI: 5
[ 3.118348] scsi 4:0:0:0: CD-ROM HL-DT-ST RW/DVD GCC-4247N 1.02 PQ: 0 ANSI: 5
[ 3.147246] sd 0:0:0:0: [sda] 468862128 512-byte logical blocks: (240 GB/224 GiB)
[ 3.147292] sd 0:0:0:0: [sda] Write Protect is off
[ 3.147298] sd 0:0:0:0: [sda] Mode Sense: 00 3a 00 00
[ 3.147383] sd 0:0:0:0: [sda] Write cache: enabled, read cache: enabled, doesn’t support DPO or FUA
[ 3.149064] sda: sda1 sda2 sda3 sda4
[ 3.150040] sd 0:0:0:0: [sda] Attached SCSI disk
[ 3.160173] sr 4:0:0:0: [sr0] scsi3-mmc drive: 24x/24x writer cd/rw xa/form2 cdda tray
[ 3.160177] cdrom: Uniform CD-ROM driver Revision: 3.20
[ 3.160625] sr 4:0:0:0: Attached scsi CD-ROM sr0
[ 3.256124] usb 5-1: new full-speed USB device number 2 using uhci_hcd
[ 3.410431] psmouse serio1: synaptics: Touchpad model: 1, fw: 6.2, id: 0x81a0b1, caps: 0xa04793/0x300000/0x0/0x0, board id: 0, fw id: 67352
[ 3.410447] psmouse serio1: synaptics: serio: Synaptics pass-through port at isa0060/serio1/input0
[ 3.437258] usb 5-1: New USB device found, idVendor=0a5c, idProduct=2110
[ 3.437264] usb 5-1: New USB device strings: Mfr=1, Product=2, SerialNumber=0
[ 3.437268] usb 5-1: Product: BCM2045B
[ 3.437271] usb 5-1: Manufacturer: Broadcom Corp
[ 3.453584] input: SynPS/2 Synaptics TouchPad as /devices/platform/i8042/serio1/input/input2
[ 4.129541] psmouse serio2: trackpoint: IBM TrackPoint firmware: 0x0e, buttons: 3/3
[ 4.362706] input: TPPS/2 IBM TrackPoint as /devices/platform/i8042/serio1/serio2/input/input3
[ 4.396150] usb 5-2: new full-speed USB device number 3 using uhci_hcd
[ 4.588295] usb 5-2: New USB device found, idVendor=0483, idProduct=2016
[ 4.588301] usb 5-2: New USB device strings: Mfr=1, Product=2, SerialNumber=0
[ 4.588305] usb 5-2: Product: Biometric Coprocessor
[ 4.588308] usb 5-2: Manufacturer: STMicroelectronics
[ 5.856206] floppy0: no floppy controllers found
[ 5.944690] PM: Starting manual resume from disk
[ 5.944891] PM: Image not found (code -22)
[ 6.148321] EXT4-fs (sda3): mounted filesystem with ordered data mode. Opts: (null)
[ 6.369172] systemd[1]: RTC configured in localtime, applying delta of 120 minutes to system time.
[ 6.395433] ip_tables: (C) 2000-2006 Netfilter Core Team
[ 6.417658] systemd[1]: systemd 236 running in system mode. (+PAM +AUDIT +SELINUX +IMA +APPARMOR +SMACK +SYSVINIT +UTMP +LIBCRYPTSETUP +GCRYPT +GNUTLS +ACL +XZ +LZ4 +SECCOMP +BLKID +ELFUTILS +KMOD -IDN2 +IDN default-hierarchy=hybrid)
[ 6.436364] systemd[1]: Detected architecture x86-64.
[ 6.436944] systemd[1]: Set hostname to <jack>.
[ 6.573467] systemd[1]: File /lib/systemd/system/systemd-journald.service:35 configures an IP firewall (IPAddressDeny=any), but the local system does not support BPF/cgroup based firewalling.
[ 6.573476] systemd[1]: Proceeding WITHOUT firewalling in effect! (This warning is only shown for the first loaded unit using IP firewalling.)
[ 6.677136] systemd[1]: System is tainted: local-hwclock
[ 6.678233] systemd[1]: Created slice System Slice.
[ 6.678490] systemd[1]: Listening on fsck to fsckd communication Socket.
[ 6.678632] systemd[1]: Listening on RPCbind Server Activation Socket.
[ 6.680533] systemd[1]: Mounting POSIX Message Queue File System...
[ 6.758235] RPC: Registered named UNIX socket transport module.
[ 6.758239] RPC: Registered udp transport module.
[ 6.758241] RPC: Registered tcp transport module.
[ 6.758242] RPC: Registered tcp NFSv4.1 backchannel transport module.
[ 6.760742] EXT4-fs (sda3): re-mounted. Opts: errors=remount-ro
[ 6.789482] lp: driver loaded but no devices found
[ 6.810657] ppdev: user-space parallel port driver
[ 6.826051] loop: module loaded
[ 7.215306] input: Lid Switch as /devices/LNXSYSTM:00/LNXSYBUS:00/PNP0C0D:00/input/input4
[ 7.216218] ACPI: Lid Switch [LID]
[ 7.216429] input: Sleep Button as /devices/LNXSYSTM:00/LNXSYBUS:00/PNP0C0E:00/input/input5
[ 7.217917] ACPI: Sleep Button [SLPB]
[ 7.218101] input: Power Button as /devices/LNXSYSTM:00/LNXPWRBN:00/input/input6
[ 7.223316] ACPI: Power Button [PWRF]
[ 7.249090] ACPI: Video Device [VID1] (multi-head: yes rom: no post: no)
[ 7.251771] acpi device:06: registered as cooling_device2
[ 7.251861] input: Video Bus as /devices/LNXSYSTM:00/LNXSYBUS:00/PNP0A08:00/device:05/LNXVIDEO:01/input/input7
[ 7.289486] ACPI: Battery Slot [BAT0] (battery present)
[ 7.289711] ACPI: AC Adapter [AC] (off-line)
[ 7.289715] Non-volatile memory driver v1.3
[ 7.293952] thinkpad_acpi: ThinkPad ACPI Extras v0.25
[ 7.293954] thinkpad_acpi: http://ibm-acpi.sf.net/
[ 7.293955] thinkpad_acpi: ThinkPad BIOS 79ETE2WW (2.22 ), EC 79HT50WW-1.07
[ 7.293956] thinkpad_acpi: Lenovo ThinkPad T60, model 20076RG
[ 7.293957] thinkpad_acpi: WARNING: Outdated ThinkPad BIOS/EC firmware
[ 7.293958] thinkpad_acpi: WARNING: This firmware may be missing critical bug fixes and/or important features
[ 7.306826] thinkpad_acpi: radio switch found; radios are enabled
[ 7.306849] thinkpad_acpi: This ThinkPad has standard ACPI backlight brightness control, supported by the ACPI video driver
[ 7.306850] thinkpad_acpi: Disabling thinkpad-acpi brightness events by default...
[ 7.312405] shpchp: Standard Hot Plug PCI Controller Driver version: 0.4
[ 7.315653] thinkpad_acpi: rfkill switch tpacpi_bluetooth_sw: radio is unblocked

[ 7.339714] thinkpad_acpi: Standard ACPI backlight interface available, not loading native one
[ 7.342997] thinkpad_acpi: Console audio control enabled, mode: monitor (read only)
[ 7.351682] input: ThinkPad Extra Buttons as /devices/platform/thinkpad_acpi/input/input8
[ 7.362256] snd_hda_intel 0000:00:1b.0: probe_mask set to 0x1 for device 17aa:2010
[ 7.390869] pci 0000:00:1e.0: enabling device (0005 -> 0007)
[ 7.390971] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: CardBus bridge found [17aa:2012]
[ 7.390994] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: Using INTVAL to route CSC interrupts to PCI
[ 7.390996] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: Routing CardBus interrupts to PCI
[ 7.391002] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: TI: mfunc 0x01d01002, devctl 0x64
[ 7.391318] intel_rng: FWH not detected
[ 7.404650] sd 0:0:0:0: Attached scsi generic sg0 type 0
[ 7.404704] sr 4:0:0:0: Attached scsi generic sg1 type 5
[ 7.429805] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: autoconfig for AD1981: line_outs=1 (0x5/0x0/0x0/0x0/0x0) type:speaker
[ 7.429809] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: speaker_outs=0 (0x0/0x0/0x0/0x0/0x0)
[ 7.429812] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: hp_outs=0 (0x0/0x0/0x0/0x0/0x0)
[ 7.429814] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: mono: mono_out=0x0
[ 7.429815] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: dig-out=0xa/0x0
[ 7.429817] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: inputs:
[ 7.429820] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: Mic=0x8
[ 7.429822] snd_hda_codec_analog hdaudioC0D0: CD=0x19
[ 7.442955] input: HDA Digital PCBeep as /devices/pci0000:00/0000:00:1b.0/sound/card0/input9
[ 7.454772] ACPI Warning: SystemIO range 0x0000000000001028-0x000000000000102F conflicts with OpRegion 0x0000000000001000-0x000000000000107F (\_SB.PCI0.LPC.PMIO) (20170728/utaddress-247)
[ 7.454782] ACPI: If an ACPI driver is available for this device, you should use it instead of the native driver
[ 7.454785] ACPI Warning: SystemIO range 0x00000000000011B0-0x00000000000011BF conflicts with OpRegion 0x0000000000001180-0x00000000000011BF (\_SB.PCI0.LPC.LPIO) (20170728/utaddress-247)
[ 7.454790] ACPI: If an ACPI driver is available for this device, you should use it instead of the native driver
[ 7.454791] ACPI Warning: SystemIO range 0x0000000000001180-0x00000000000011AF conflicts with OpRegion 0x0000000000001180-0x00000000000011BF (\_SB.PCI0.LPC.LPIO) (20170728/utaddress-247)
[ 7.454795] ACPI: If an ACPI driver is available for this device, you should use it instead of the native driver
[ 7.454796] lpc_ich: Resource conflict(s) found affecting gpio_ich
[ 7.456162] leds_ss4200: no LED devices found
[ 7.483668] systemd-journald[201]: Received request to flush runtime journal from PID 1
[ 7.494011] iwl3945: Intel(R) PRO/Wireless 3945ABG/BG Network Connection driver for Linux, in-tree:s
[ 7.494014] iwl3945: Copyright(c) 2003-2011 Intel Corporation
[ 7.494202] iwl3945 0000:03:00.0: can’t disable ASPM; OS doesn’t have ASPM control
[ 7.531664] [drm] radeon kernel modesetting enabled.
[ 7.569756] CRAT table not found
[ 7.569758] Finished initializing topology ret=0
[ 7.569843] kfd kfd: Initialized module
[ 7.574539] [drm] initializing kernel modesetting (RV515 0x1002:0x7145 0x17AA:0x2006 0x00).
[ 7.574624] resource sanity check: requesting [mem 0x000c0000-0x000dffff], which spans more than PCI Bus 0000:00 [mem 0x000d4000-0x000d7fff window]
[ 7.574630] caller pci_map_rom+0x58/0xd0 mapping multiple BARs
[ 7.574710] ATOM BIOS: M64CSP/M62CSP/M54CSP/M52CSP
[ 7.574748] [drm] Generation 2 PCI interface, using max accessible memory
[ 7.574762] radeon 0000:01:00.0: VRAM: 128M 0x0000000000000000 - 0x0000000007FFFFFF (128M used)
[ 7.574764] radeon 0000:01:00.0: GTT: 512M 0x0000000008000000 - 0x0000000027FFFFFF
[ 7.574782] [drm] Detected VRAM RAM=128M, BAR=128M
[ 7.574783] [drm] RAM width 128bits DDR
[ 7.576411] [TTM] Zone kernel: Available graphics memory: 1538206 kiB
[ 7.576413] [TTM] Initializing pool allocator
[ 7.576419] [TTM] Initializing DMA pool allocator
[ 7.576452] [drm] radeon: 128M of VRAM memory ready
[ 7.576453] [drm] radeon: 512M of GTT memory ready.
[ 7.576470] [drm] GART: num cpu pages 131072, num gpu pages 131072
[ 7.577503] [drm] radeon: power management initialized
[ 7.582303] Bluetooth: Core ver 2.22
[ 7.582318] NET: Registered protocol family 31
[ 7.582319] Bluetooth: HCI device and connection manager initialized
[ 7.582324] Bluetooth: HCI socket layer initialized
[ 7.582327] Bluetooth: L2CAP socket layer initialized
[ 7.582335] Bluetooth: SCO socket layer initialized
[ 7.583096] [drm] radeon: 1 quad pipes, 1 z pipes initialized.
[ 7.584876] [drm] PCIE GART of 512M enabled (table at 0x0000000000040000).
[ 7.585401] radeon 0000:01:00.0: WB enabled
[ 7.585406] radeon 0000:01:00.0: fence driver on ring 0 use gpu addr 0x0000000008000000 and cpu addr 0xffff9ebaf6e60000
[ 7.585408] [drm] Supports vblank timestamp caching Rev 2 (21.10.2013).
[ 7.585410] [drm] Driver supports precise vblank timestamp query.
[ 7.585412] radeon 0000:01:00.0: radeon: MSI limited to 32-bit
[ 7.585429] [drm] radeon: irq initialized.
[ 7.585445] [drm] Loading R500 Microcode
[ 7.586053] iwl3945 0000:03:00.0: Tunable channels: 13 802.11bg, 23 802.11a channels
[ 7.586056] iwl3945 0000:03:00.0: Detected Intel Wireless WiFi Link 3945ABG
[ 7.592501] radeon 0000:01:00.0: firmware: direct-loading firmware radeon/R520_cp.bin
[ 7.592695] [drm] radeon: ring at 0x0000000008001000
[ 7.592742] [drm] ring test succeeded in 4 usecs
[ 7.593075] [drm] ib test succeeded in 0 usecs
[ 7.597352] [drm] Radeon Display Connectors
[ 7.597354] [drm] Connector 0:
[ 7.597355] [drm] VGA-1
[ 7.597357] [drm] DDC: 0x7e40 0x7e40 0x7e44 0x7e44 0x7e48 0x7e48 0x7e4c 0x7e4c
[ 7.597357] [drm] Encoders:
[ 7.597359] [drm] CRT1: INTERNAL_KLDSCP_DAC1
[ 7.597360] [drm] Connector 1:
[ 7.597360] [drm] LVDS-1
[ 7.597362] [drm] DDC: 0x7e60 0x7e60 0x7e64 0x7e64 0x7e68 0x7e68 0x7e6c 0x7e6c
[ 7.597363] [drm] Encoders:
[ 7.597364] [drm] LCD1: INTERNAL_LVTM1
[ 7.597364] [drm] Connector 2:
[ 7.597365] [drm] DVI-I-1
[ 7.597366] [drm] HPD1
[ 7.597368] [drm] DDC: 0x7e50 0x7e50 0x7e54 0x7e54 0x7e58 0x7e58 0x7e5c 0x7e5c
[ 7.597368] [drm] Encoders:
[ 7.597369] [drm] DFP1: INTERNAL_KLDSCP_TMDS1
[ 7.597593] usbcore: registered new interface driver btusb
[ 7.624827] input: PC Speaker as /devices/platform/pcspkr/input/input10
[ 7.625541] ieee80211 phy0: Selected rate control algorithm ’iwl-3945-rs’
[ 7.660725] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: ISA IRQ mask 0x0cb8, PCI irq 16
[ 7.660730] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: Socket status: 30000007
[ 7.660756] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: pcmcia: parent PCI bridge window: [io 0xa000-0xdfff]
[ 7.660759] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: pcmcia: parent PCI bridge window: [mem 0xe4300000-0xe7ffffff]
[ 7.660762] pcmcia_socket pcmcia_socket0: cs: memory probe 0xe4300000-0xe7ffffff:
[ 7.660766] excluding 0xe4300000-0xe46cffff
[ 7.660776] yenta_cardbus 0000:15:00.0: pcmcia: parent PCI bridge window: [mem 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff 64bit pref]
[ 7.660779] pcmcia_socket pcmcia_socket0: cs: memory probe 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff:
[ 7.660784] excluding 0xe0000000-0xe3ffffff
[ 7.677523] intel_powerclamp: No package C-state available
[ 7.835219] iTCO_vendor_support: vendor-support=0
[ 7.836399] iTCO_wdt: Intel TCO WatchDog Timer Driver v1.11
[ 7.836826] iTCO_wdt: Found a ICH7-M or ICH7-U TCO device (Version=2, TCOBASE=0x1060)
[ 7.837812] iTCO_wdt: initialized. heartbeat=30 sec (nowayout=0)
[ 8.031727] pcmcia_socket pcmcia_socket0: cs: memory probe 0x0c0000-0x0fffff:
[ 8.031737] excluding 0xc0000-0xd3fff 0xdc000-0xfffff
[ 8.031767] pcmcia_socket pcmcia_socket0: cs: memory probe 0xa0000000-0xa0ffffff:
[ 8.031777] excluding 0xa0000000-0xa0ffffff
[ 8.031800] pcmcia_socket pcmcia_socket0: cs: memory probe 0x60000000-0x60ffffff:
[ 8.031809] excluding 0x60000000-0x60ffffff
[ 8.047272] [drm] fb mappable at 0xD80C0000
[ 8.047274] [drm] vram apper at 0xD8000000
[ 8.047275] [drm] size 5914624
[ 8.047276] [drm] fb depth is 24
[ 8.047277] [drm] pitch is 5632
[ 8.048168] fbcon: radeondrmfb (fb0) is primary device
[ 8.065477] Adding 4193276k swap on /dev/sda4. Priority:-2 extents:1 across:4193276k SSFS
[ 8.089945] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.195:2): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/lightdm/lightdm-guest-session-wrapper" pid=415 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.094677] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.199:3): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/man" pid=417 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.094680] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.199:4): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/man//filter" pid=417 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.094683] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.199:5): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/man//groff" pid=417 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.101199] Console: switching to colour frame buffer device 175x65
[ 8.106608] radeon 0000:01:00.0: fb0: radeondrmfb frame buffer device
[ 8.106630] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.207:6): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="libreoffice-oopslash" pid=418 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.114514] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.219:7): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/evince" pid=416 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.114520] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.219:8): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/evince//sanitized_helper" pid=416 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.114524] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.219:9): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/evince-previewer" pid=416 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.114527] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.219:10): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/evince-previewer//sanitized_helper" pid=416 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.114530] audit: type=1400 audit(1516531476.219:11): apparmor="STATUS" operation="profile_load" profile="unconfined" name="/usr/bin/evince-thumbnailer" pid=416 comm="apparmor_parser"
[ 8.124095] kfd kfd: DID 7145 is missing in supported_devices
[ 8.124098] kfd kfd: kgd2kfd_probe failed
[ 8.124151] [drm] Initialized radeon 2.50.0 20080528 for 0000:01:00.0 on minor 0
[ 8.369072] Bluetooth: BNEP (Ethernet Emulation) ver 1.3
[ 8.369075] Bluetooth: BNEP filters: protocol multicast
[ 8.369081] Bluetooth: BNEP socket layer initialized
[ 8.922159] IPv6: ADDRCONF(NETDEV_UP): wlan0: link is not ready
[ 8.925956] iwl3945 0000:03:00.0: firmware: direct-loading firmware iwlwifi-3945-2.ucode
[ 8.925964] iwl3945 0000:03:00.0: loaded firmware version 15.32.2.9
[ 9.005871] IPv6: ADDRCONF(NETDEV_UP): wlan0: link is not ready
[ 9.089922] IPv6: ADDRCONF(NETDEV_UP): wlan0: link is not ready
[ 9.127989] NET: Registered protocol family 4
[ 9.140191] NET: Registered protocol family 3
[ 9.144918] NET: Registered protocol family 5
[ 9.181057] IPv6: ADDRCONF(NETDEV_UP): wlan0: link is not ready
[ 10.464245] floppy0: no floppy controllers found
[ 10.757261] IPv6: ADDRCONF(NETDEV_UP): eth0: link is not ready
[ 11.870477] IPv6: ADDRCONF(NETDEV_UP): wlan0: link is not ready
[ 14.626191] wlan0: authenticate with c0:c1:c0:f0:b3:2c
[ 14.628583] wlan0: send auth to c0:c1:c0:f0:b3:2c (try 1/3)
[ 14.630462] wlan0: authenticated
[ 14.630816] iwl3945 0000:03:00.0 wlan0: disabling HT as WMM/QoS is not supported by the AP
[ 14.630819] iwl3945 0000:03:00.0 wlan0: disabling VHT as WMM/QoS is not supported by the AP
[ 14.632540] wlan0: associate with c0:c1:c0:f0:b3:2c (try 1/3)
[ 14.634867] wlan0: RX AssocResp from c0:c1:c0:f0:b3:2c (capab=0x411 status=0 aid=1)
[ 14.636126] wlan0: associated
[ 14.663725] IPv6: ADDRCONF(NETDEV_CHANGE): wlan0: link becomes ready

Figure 9. An example of console output during kernel initialization with 884 lines,
which was reduced to 1 line by adding the quiet parameter to the kernel command line.

A jiffy is a unit of time in Linux that can vary depending on the kernel version, kernel
configuration, and hardware platform. The size of a jiffy determines the resolution of
the software clock, which in turn limits the accuracy of various measures of time. [47]

A kernel command line parameter can also be used to preset loops_per_jiffy, a value
used for delay loops [42]. Presetting this value makes the kernel skip the calibration
that would otherwise occur during each start-up [42]. Skipping the calibration can
reduce boot time somewhat, but it might be less effective in modern kernels [40, 42].
While this is a simple optimization, it is not trivial to enable. The correct value is a
central processing unit (CPU)-specific result of the calibration, and the value to use is
displayed during boot after the calibration.

2.1.2. Optimizing the kernel configuration

Disabling all unnecessary kernel configuration options is a laborious but effective way
to reduce boot time [41]. While going through the numerous kernel features does take
time, a minimal kernel configuration could be reused as a template in multiple projects.
The kernel used in production can be stripped further by disabling options related to
debugging and profiling that are only needed during development [35]. Some features
may actually be harmful. For example, using swap on flash memory may cause it to
wear out prematurely. As an alternative to the quiet kernel command line parameter,
the kernel can be silenced also by removing support for the printk function. This
significantly reduces the kernel size, but makes debugging much harder [44].
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Magnusson developed a technique to semi-automatically minimize the kernel con-
figuration. His system automatically turned configuration options off one at a time and
evaluated whether the kernel could still be used to retrieve and display a web page over
a network. This would determine if the toggled option was considered “essential” or
“unessential”. [45]

The minimization process could not be fully automatic because it would inevitably
disable some possibly desirable “unessential” options such as swap support. Still,
Magnusson appreciated the effort saved with the list of “essential” options when further
tweaking the kernel options manually. [45]

Magnusson’s minimization script only disabled an option if it did not increase the
size of the kernel. He noted that the script could be extended to also track the boot time
impact of each option. He reasoned that disabling an option could increase the boot
time even though it decreased the kernel size. [45]

2.1.3. Compressing the kernel image

The use of compression for the kernel image must be considered on a case-by-case
basis. Compression can be beneficial in some configurations [41] and detrimental in
others [23, 35, 43]. Whenever compression is used, a choice of compression algorithm
must be made. The Lempel–Ziv–Oberhumer (LZO) algorithm has been shown to im-
prove boot time over GNU zip (gzip) [39, 41]. Furthermore, Lee demonstrated that the
LZ4 compression algorithm outperforms LZO [48]. Åsberg et al. improved the boot
time by 475 ms by compressing the image with LZO [41]. This is another easy-to-use
optimization because enabling it requires only a change to the kernel configuration.

2.1.4. Optimizing driver initialization

If some drivers are not actually needed during the boot sequence, initializing them can
be skipped by building them as loadable kernel modules (LKMs) instead of including
them in the kernel [33]. The modules can then be loaded as necessary after booting
[33]. LKMs are chunks of code that can be added to the Linux kernel while it is running
[49]. Without them, adding code to the kernel would require recompiling it [49].

Converting drivers into modules may not result in a significant reduction in boot time
[33]. The improvement of course depends on how much time it takes to initialize the
specific drivers. Applying this optimization is a simple kernel configuration change,
so there is not much to lose either.

Bird suggested performing the driver initializations concurrently with other start-up
tasks [42]. Since then, support for asynchronous probing has been added to the Linux
driver infrastructure, and the eventual goal is to probe asynchronously by default [50].

Boot time can be reduced also by shortening waiting delays when probing devices
in drivers. This is a viable optimization if the target hardware is known and fixed, but
it should be made with care because devices might malfunction if the delays are too
short. Useless probing should also be avoided by making sure there are no drivers for
hardware that is not present. Some probing can be disabled with kernel command line
parameters. [42]
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2.1.5. Optimizing mounting the root file system

The smaller the root file system is, the faster it may be to mount. Changing the file sys-
tem is quite simple, so a good tactic can be trying several options and picking the best
one. A file system optimal for a fast boot may not be ideal for runtime performance.
One possibility is to use separate file systems for these use cases. [38]

Dey and Dasgupta reduced the time spent on mounting file systems by placing each
application into a separate partition and only mounting the partitions that the user was
expected to use immediately after start-up. The system determined the expected ap-
plications automatically by monitoring the user’s usage patterns. If the user chose an
expected application after start-up, it would start without delay and the system mounted
the rest of the partitions in the background. A downside of this solution was that choos-
ing an unexpected application caused an overhead of 4 to 8 seconds. [13]

The motivation of Dey and Dasgupta was that increasing the number of applications
requires more flash memory, which leads to longer mount times. They decided that it
is better to have a partially usable system with potentially the best case performance
instead of a system that is unusable for a long time during start-up. This approach
improved their boot time by 25 %. [13]

2.2. Optimizing the user space initialization

User space initialization is well suited for applying the fundamental speedup methods.
Launching applications can be optimized by grouping their start-up functions in the
binaries. If a program uses shared libraries, the dynamic linking procedure can add a
significant overhead to the start-up time. Android systems have a distinct user space
initialization scheme, which enables some specialized optimizations.

Parts of user space initialization may be parallelized, postponed, or skipped entirely.
The initialization steps should be performed in parallel insofar as their dependencies
allow it [34]. Creating a new process takes a relatively long time, so it should be de-
ferred until the process is required instead of needlessly doing it during user space
initialization [33]. The initialization could be skipped by specifying the target applica-
tion to be launched after kernel initialization with the kernel command line parameter
init [41].

Grouping the functions used during the start-up of an application together in the
application binary can speed up its execution because the functions are loaded from
the binary in page-sized blocks [51]. If these functions are spread over the binary,
more pages need to be read to load them all [51]. The amount of data needed to be
read from the storage device is minimized by grouping them [51]. This grouping is
visualized in Figure 10.

2.2.1. Optimizing dynamic linking

When an application makes use of libraries, the application must be linked with the
libraries. Static and dynamic linking are alternative ways of doing this, and they have
their trade-offs. Usually, the most time consuming operations when starting a program
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that uses shared libraries are the symbol lookups for relocation handling [52]. Pre-
linking attempts to avoid these lookups, among other things [52]. The same idea can
be applied to loading kernel modules. Preloading is another method for avoiding the
symbol resolution [53].

There are many trade-offs between static and dynamic linking. With static linking,
library routines used in an application are included in the final executable. With dy-
namic linking, the linking happens when the application is run. With dynamic linking,
a process may be able to avoid loading a shared library into RAM if another process
has already loaded the same library. In addition to saving time, sharing a single copy
of the library reduces storage and runtime memory requirements. Static linking results
in larger executables, because they include the used library routines. Shared libraries
can also be updated without needing to update the executable, but this can lead to com-
patibility problems. Statically linked programs must be relinked if the libraries need to
be updated, but they also avoid the compatibility issues. [54]

The idea in prelinking is to perform as much of the relocation as possible in advance
before the program is run [52]. This involves assigning each shared library a fixed
memory address where it should be loaded and modifying the executables and shared
libraries accordingly [52]. This is a rather easy optimization as it involves just pre-
processing the files with the prelink tool. As a downside, prelinking can be a security
risk because loading shared libraries into known fixed memory addresses may make a
system vulnerable to various attacks [52].

Building device drivers as modules instead of including them in the kernel may
speed up the kernel initialization, but loading the modules at a later time still incurs
costs such as symbol resolution. Amoroso and Contarino proposed applying the pre-
linking concept to kernel modules to perform the symbol resolution ahead of time. [55]

In preloading, applications are started from a launcher which preloads the shared
libraries needed by applications when it is started [53]. Thus, the symbol resolutions

(a) (b)

function used during start-up

page boundary

page that needs to be read during start-up

Figure 10. Example of an application binary (a) before the functions used during its
start-up are grouped together and (b) after so that they might all be read from storage
with a single read operation.
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for the libraries are performed only once when they are loaded by the launcher in-
stead of every time an application is started [53]. This also eliminates the time spent
loading libraries during application start-up because they have already been loaded by
the launcher [53]. The detail that enables the applications to utilize the preloaded li-
braries is that the launcher loads the applications themselves as shared libraries instead
of executables [53]. Figure 11 exemplifies the preloading of libraries and applications
sharing them.

Implementing preloading from scratch may not be worth the effort because it re-
quires using a launcher. It could be feasible if a pre-existing launcher can be modified.
Writing a launcher solely for this purpose would take considerable work, but it might
also be reusable.

Preloading can be combined with prelinking to further reduce the application launch
time [53]. In this case, prelinking can minimize the number of symbol resolutions
when the launcher loads the applications [53].

used by app1

used by app2

launcher

app1

app2

(b)

shared
libraries

launcher

(a)

shared
libraries

Figure 11. Example of the memory space (a) after the launcher has preloaded the
shared libraries and (b) after two applications have been launched.

2.2.2. Optimizing the Android user space initialization

Bird identified class preloading as one of the most time consuming operations during
Android start-up [32]. Singh et al. generated a custom class preloading list to minimize
boot time while limiting memory overhead [35]. Bird experimented with readahead
after noticing that class preloading and package scanning were I/O bound instead of
CPU bound [32]. Deferring some of the user space initialization steps is applicable on
Android as well. The package scanning operation includes unnecessary work, which
can be avoided with some preprocessing. These methods are summarized in Table 2.

The list of classes to be preloaded can be adjusted at will, but it may result in worse
application start-up times and memory usage [32]. It is also possible to not preload
any classes [32], but Kalaria showed that it resulted in a slightly longer total boot time
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Table 2. Optimization methods targeting the Android user space initialization

Optimization method Targeted step(s) Author(s)
generate class preloading list preloading Singh et al. [35]

readahead
preloading
package scanning Bird [32]

pre-extract AndroidManifest.xml package scanning Kalaria [28]

defer until user inactivity
package scanning
service initialization Singh et al. [35]

than when preloading some classes [28]. The boot time may have increased because
each process needed to load its own copies of the necessary classes instead of sharing
the preloaded copies.

Generating a custom class preloading list requires some method for choosing the
classes to be preloaded. The resulting list is probably system specific, but the way
to generate the list could be reusable. Singh et al. instrumented all classes to gather
data for four parameters to be used for generating the class preloading list: is a class
loaded at boot time, how many times is a class loaded, how long does it take to load
a class and how much memory does a class use [35]. Classes that were loaded at
boot time were added to the preloading list unconditionally because excluding them
would not improve boot time and including them reduced memory usage [35]. The
rest of the preloading list was then generated by treating it as an optimization problem
based on the last three parameters [35]. They managed to drastically reduce time spent
preloading with a small increase in memory usage [35].

The idea of readahead is to improve I/O utilization by getting the data into cache
before it is actually required. This avoids the I/O latency associated with a read request.
While readahead does require gathering a list of files to be read, it is a relatively simple
existing solution. It also doesn’t require changes to other software in the system. Bird’s
efforts resulted in a 5 % improvement in boot time. [56]

The package scanning operation goes over the packages of all Android apps. The
apps are packaged into .apk files, which contain the compiled code along with images,
libraries, and other resources [57]. All apps have an AndroidManifest.xml file, which
specifies the name of the app, its components, and permissions, among other things
[57]. During the package scanning operation, the package manager will read the An-
droidManifest.xml file from every .apk file [28]. To do this, it reads the entire .apk file
even though only one file is needed from the package [28]. Kalaria slightly reduced
the time needed for the scanning operation by extracting the AndroidManifest.xml files
beforehand and modifying the package manager to use the extracted files instead [28].

Singh et al. avoided delays during Android start-up by deferring package scanning
and nonessential service initializations until user inactivity. The services that were
essential immediately after booting were identified with an application usage survey.
[35]
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2.3. Execute in place

With XIP, instructions are executed directly from flash or read-only memory (ROM).
It can be applied to various software components: bootloaders, the kernel, and appli-
cations [42]. When its use is considered, the benefits and drawbacks must be weighed.
Some of them are presented in Table 3. It might actually increase the boot time.

Table 3. Benefits and drawbacks of executing in place

Benefits

May reduce boot time.
Avoids time spent loading instructions into RAM.
Reduces the amount of RAM required.
Can lead to lower power consumption.

Drawbacks

May increase boot time.
Permanently reduced performance.
Increases the amount of flash memory required.
Application XIP requires support from the filesystem.

Using XIP avoids time spent first loading the instructions into RAM and lessens
RAM requirements [58]. Then, reducing the amount of RAM in a device can lead to
lower power consumption [59]. On the other hand, the instructions must be stored un-
compressed, which increases the amount of flash memory required [42]. For example,
the kernel image cannot be stored compressed if it is to be executed in place. An upside
to having to store the instructions uncompressed is that the cost of decompression is
avoided. Also, accessing flash memory is usually slower than accessing RAM, which
leads to a permanent performance penalty when executing in place even though start-
up time can be reduced [42]. Benavides et al. claimed that instruction caches suppress
this performance difference between flash memory and RAM [59]. The difference
between loading code on a XIP and non-XIP system is presented in Figure 12.

RAM

CPU

flash or ROM

(a)

RAM

CPU

flash or ROM

(b)

Figure 12. The path along which code is loaded from flash or ROM into the CPU in
(a) a non-XIP system and (b) a XIP system.

Puschmann discovered that executing the kernel in place (kernel XIP) resulted in a
longer overall boot time in his case due to the performance penalty of XIP. Although
the kernel itself can start up faster with XIP, he does not recommend it for overall boot
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time reduction. He did achieve some boot time reduction by applying XIP only to the
kernel image decompressor. [34]

Bootloaders are frequently executed in place [60]. In a typical boot process a boot-
loader loads a compressed kernel image into RAM, where it is decompressed [42].
With kernel XIP, the decompression and code copying steps are skipped though the
kernel data must still be initialized in RAM [42]. Bird posed the idea of partially
executing the kernel in place [42]. The difficulty in this would be determining what
portion should be executed in place and what should be loaded into RAM [42].

Application XIP can be used to improve the start-up time of an application for the
first time it is launched [31]. It requires a file system where files can be stored linearly
and uncompressed [42].

Benavides et al. presented a system allowing for flexibility between the amounts of
flash memory and RAM in a device (Balanced XIP). They recommended compressing
rarely used code to save flash memory and using XIP for often used code to save RAM
and minimize start-up time. This compressed to uncompressed code ratio can also
be adjusted to achieve the most cost effect memory chip combination for a specific
device. [59]

2.4. Hibernation

With hibernation, the state of a computing system is saved to a persistent medium
and later restored. The benefit to boot time comes from the fact that resuming from
hibernation can be faster than recreating the state from scratch. In addition to booting
faster, a hibernated system is user-friendly in that the user can continue using the device
from the state it was left in before hibernating. Hibernation is presented in more detail
in Chapter 3.

If the user space initialization phase takes a long time, hibernation can be used to
effectively sidestep it. Hibernation is relatively simple to take into use in case support
for it is readily available in the system. The space required for the snapshot image can
be an issue. Also, taking the snapshot and writing it to storage takes some time when
the device is shut down unless the same snapshot image is reused. Optimizing going
into hibernation is not considered in this thesis.

The boot time can be further optimized by minimizing the snapshot image size.
The simplest methods involve just running commands or configuring the hibernation
system before hibernating. This can improve the boot time by 50 % [1].

The snapshot image can also be restored from the bootloader, which could be a pos-
sibly reusable optimization. It allows skipping the kernel initialization, but initializing
devices properly in the bootloader can take considerable effort [58]. For Kaminaga, it
reduced the boot time by 44 % [58].

2.5. Summary

Many of the publications on boot time optimization are quite old, and technology has
continued its progress since their publication. Their results might no longer be relevant
in modern systems. For example, the latest evaluation of XIP was published in 2009 by
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Puschmann [34]. Since then, clock speed and size of RAM in Android smartphones
have been increasing while instruction cache sizes have stayed rather constant [61].
The operating systems have been evolving as well.

Boot time reduction methods should be primarily picked based on what boot phase
needs to be optimized, how much effort their implementation might need, and how
much impact they might have on the boot time. It should also be considered how the
optimizations may affect maintainability.

The boot time reduction methods can be roughly placed into four categories based
on the probable effort required to implement them and their probable impact on the
boot time. The categorization is presented in Table 4. Some results from other authors
are summarized in Table 5.

Table 4. Impact–effort matrix for boot time reduction method evaluation

Low effort High effort

H
ig

h
im

pa
ct

reduce serial console output
maximize system clock speed
compress kernel image
readahead
hibernate
minimize snapshot image size
disable boot animation

restore from the bootloader
optimize Android class preloading
remove kernel features

L
ow

im
pa

ct convert drivers into modules
preset loops_per_jiffy
prelinking

preloading

Table 5. Achieved reductions in boot duration

Author(s) Year Optimization method Reduction in boot duration
Kaminaga [58] 2006 restore from the bootloader 44 %
Bird [56] 2011 readahead 5 %
Kalaria [28] 2012 disable boot animation 6 s
Åsberg et al. [41] 2013 reduce serial console output 9 %
Åsberg et al. [41] 2013 compress kernel image 475 ms
Yang et al. [1] 2014 minimize snapshot image size 50 %

The methods that require little effort for big improvements should be investigated
first. Methods with high impact and high effort can also be worth it, especially if
the results are reusable in multiple projects. The low-effort, low-impact optimizations
could become significant if several of them are implemented together. The optimiza-
tions with high effort but low impact may be best skipped unless the actual effort would
be lower in some specific case.
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3. HIBERNATION

Hibernation is a power state of a computer in power management [62]. When a com-
puting system is hibernated, a snapshot of the state of the system is stored in a persis-
tent medium, which holds the data even when the power is turned off. The system is
then powered off. Resuming from hibernation consists of booting normally until it is
detected that the system was previously hibernated. The system state is then restored
from the snapshot and the system continues running from that state. This is also a
benefit to the user who can continue using the device where they left off. These steps
are shown in Figure 13.
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system running

booting partially normally

system powered offpowering off

restoring system state

saving system state

resum
ing

Figure 13. The general steps of hibernating and resuming from hibernation.

Resuming from hibernation can be sped up by optimizing the copying of the snap-
shot image or by minimizing the size of the snapshot image. The resuming step can
also be moved to an earlier stage in the boot process by restoring the snapshot image
from a bootloader. Reusing the same snapshot image instead of recreating it after every
reboot has some benefits, but it is also problematic.

Power management limits the power consumption of a computer, which can increase
the battery life on battery powered devices. It can also decrease boot time by restoring a
previous state of a computer instead of going through the entire boot process. Different
power states provide a trade-off between power consumption and response latency to
the user. Hibernation conserves the most power as the entire system is turned off, but
it also requires a relatively long time to become usable again. [62]

The stored state includes the contents of the RAM, the state of the CPU, and possibly
the states of other devices as displayed in Figure 14. Hibernation requires enough
storage space to store the snapshot image containing the state. The image may be
compressed to reduce the storage requirements. The storage medium can be a hard
disk, flash memory, or some other non-volatile storage.

When resuming from hibernation, the majority of the boot time is spent copying
the snapshot image [58]. The memory controller address mappings, cache policies,
memory access modes, clock settings, and memory timing settings should be properly
configured to achieve low boot times [34]. Copying more data at a time can also
increase the read speed substantially [1].

Failure cases and sensitive data need to be considered when using hibernation. Go-
ing into hibernation can fail if there is a loss of power due to user action, a depleted
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persistent storage

hibernate

resume

CPU state

system state

RAM state

device state

Figure 14. The system state that is saved in hibernation and its transfer to and from
persistent storage.

battery, or some other reason. In such cases, the system should be able to fall back to
a slower normal boot instead of trying to restore a partial snapshot image.

Data security should be considered when using hibernation. Care should be taken
that sensitive information cannot be extracted from the hibernation snapshot. This
may be accomplished by excluding the sensitive information from the snapshot or by
encrypting it.

3.1. Implementations

There are multiple implementations of hibernation support for Linux. One implemen-
tation of hibernation is included in Linux by default, and it is called Software Suspend
(swsusp) [63]. TuxOnIce is a project that improves upon swsusp and achieves bet-
ter performance with asynchronous I/O, multi-threading, read-ahead, and compression
[64]. It is not included in Linux by default but is instead provided as a patch, which
incurs additional maintenance costs [63]. It also offers more options than swsusp [63].

3.1.1. Software Suspend

The steps swsusp takes when hibernating and resuming are shown in Figure 15. Hi-
bernation begins with freezing user processes [65]. There are a couple of reasons why
this is done: user processes may cause damage to file systems if they are modified after
the snapshot is taken, and the processes need to be prevented from allocating memory
needed for taking the snapshot [66]. After the processes are frozen, devices are sus-
pended so they do not interfere with taking the snapshot [65]. Then, the snapshot is
taken by copying all used memory, devices are resumed so that the snapshot can be
written, and the snapshot is written into swap [65]. Taking the copy requires half of
the memory to be free [65]. Finally, devices are suspended again to prepare powering
off, and the system is powered off [65].

The steps for resuming from hibernation are also displayed in Figure 15. The kernel
boots normally until it checks for a valid hibernation image [65]. Then, user processes
are frozen, and the snapshot image is read from storage [65]. Again, devices are sus-
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pended so that they do not interfere with the state restoration [65]. Finally, the state is
restored, devices are resumed, and user processes are thawed [65].
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Figure 15. Steps taken by swsusp when hibernating and resuming from hibernation.

3.1.2. TuxOnIce

TuxOnIce goes into hibernation following the steps presented in Figure 16. Like
swsusp, TuxOnIce begins by stopping all other activity [67]. It then frees enough
memory to fit the snapshot image in the available storage [67]. In swsusp, the size
of the snapshot is limited to half the amount of memory [65]. TuxOnIce avoids this
limitation by writing the snapshot image in two parts: pageset 1 and pageset 2 [67].
Pageset 2 essentially contains the page cache, and it is written first because its pages
are not needed when saving pageset 1 [67]. Then, devices are suspended so that their
state can be stored in the snapshot [68]. An atomic copy of the remaining pages is
made, and it is written to storage as pageset 1 [67]. The system can then be powered
off [67].
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Figure 16. Steps taken by TuxOnIce when hibernating and resuming from hibernation.

The steps for resuming can also be found in Figure 16. Once the snapshot image
is detected, resuming begins with loading the pagesets [67]. The processes are then
restarted, and the system is ready to be used [67].

TuxOnIce offers settings to customize its behavior. Some of them might affect boot
time when resuming from hibernation: extra_pages_allowance, image_size_limit, and
no_pageset2. When TuxOnIce suspends drivers, they may require some memory to
store their state [68]. Some drivers require significant amounts of memory for this, and
TuxOnIce allows configuring the available memory with the extra_pages_allowance
setting [68]. Setting it to 0 makes TuxOnIce estimate a suitable allowance by itself
[68].

If image_size_limit is set, TuxOnIce tries to free memory to reach it, but the hiber-
nation process is not aborted if it is not reached [68]. Thus, it is possible for the size of
the resulting image to exceed the set limit.

Enabling no_pageset2 makes TuxOnIce copy all pages atomically, which limits the
image size to half the amount of memory [67]. If this setting is enabled and there is
not enough free memory, hibernation fails. This can become a problem if the memory
usage increases with maintenance updates.
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3.2. Minimizing the snapshot image size

Reducing the size of the snapshot image reduces the time required to load it, which
reduces the overall boot time. This could be achieved by compressing the image. The
size could be reduced by using the swapping mechanism in Linux before hibernating.
The swapped out pages need to be restored after resuming from hibernation, which can
also be optimized. Excluding unnecessary code and data could also reduce the image
size. These methods are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Methods used for minimizing the snapshot image size

Author(s) Optimization method(s)

Baik et al. [63]

drop caches
exclude unnecessary sections
swap pages
store prioritized pages in ramzswap

Yang et al. [1]
swap pages
actively restore swapped pages after resuming

Hirase [69] exclude kernel code and the framebuffer area

3.2.1. Compressing the snapshot image

Compressing the image can reduce the image size, but it also causes additional work to
decompress the image when restoring [63]. As noted previously, the effectiveness of
compression depends on the specific algorithm, implementation, and hardware. Sup-
port for compression varies in hibernation implementations. For instance, TuxOnIce
offers compression while swsusp does not [70].

3.2.2. Swapping before hibernating

Baik et al. minimized the snapshot image size with the swapping mechanism. When
hibernating, they created a new swap device and reclaimed almost all memory except
for code and data required for hibernation. This way the snapshot could be split into
two images: an “essential” snapshot image which was restored during resuming from
hibernation, and a “supplementary” snapshot image which could be restored after re-
suming with demand paging. [63]

Baik et al. also noted that often many processes must be restored from the “sup-
plementary” snapshot image immediately after resuming, which causes delays [63].
A ramzswap device is a RAM-based swap disk, which compresses and stores the
swapped pages in memory itself [71]. To alleviate the delays, they suggested fur-
ther splitting the “supplementary” snapshot image into ramzswap and disk swap [63].
The urgently needed pages would then be stored in ramzswap, which would also be in-
cluded in the “essential” snapshot image because it is part of the kernel area [63]. The
read performance of ramzswap is better than that of the disk swap, which reduces the
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latency of restoring the initial processes [63]. The partitioning of the snapshot images
is visualized in Figure 17.

RAM

essential image

discarded

supplementary image

ramzswap

persistent storage

essential pages

prioritized pages

other pages

unnecessary pages

Figure 17. The snapshot image partitioning used by Baik et al.

Yang et al. also reduced the snapshot image size by storing pages in swap space
before hibernating. In addition, they proposed speeding up the loading of swapped
applications using a background process to restore pages after resuming from hiberna-
tion. [1]

3.2.3. Excluding content from the snapshot image

Baik et al. mentioned dropping caches and excluding unnecessary sections from the
image such as kernel code to reduce the snapshot image size [63]. Hirase shrank the
image size by removing kernel code and data and the framebuffer area [69]. The kernel
code and data would then be reloaded when resuming from hibernation [69].

3.3. Restoring from the bootloader

The snapshot restoration step is performed late in the kernel boot process. The boot
time could be improved by skipping some of the steps in the normal boot process
when restoring. Kaminaga implemented this idea by restoring the snapshot image in
the bootloader and jumping into a later point in the kernel boot process. [58]

This introduces an issue because some devices are initialized only at kernel start-up
and not during restoration. Skipping steps in the kernel boot process means these de-
vices will not get initialized when restoring. Kaminaga worked around this problem
by initializing these devices in the bootloader before jumping into the kernel. Imple-
menting restoring from the bootloader takes considerable effort due to this duplication
of device initialization. [58]
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3.4. Reusing the snapshot image

Usually, when resuming from hibernation, the snapshot image is discarded after it is
restored, which has its downsides. The alternative of reusing the same snapshot image
is problematic as well, but there are solutions available for it.

Creating a new snapshot image after every reboot can wear out the flash memory.
Also, unexpected power failures can cause issues when snapshotting frequently. [63]

If the snapshot image is reused, the state of a file system on disk and the in-memory
representation of that file system can become inconsistent. One way to avoid this is-
sue is to use read-only file systems. Another is to unmount the file system before
hibernating and to remount it after resuming from hibernation. Baik et al. found these
constraints unacceptable and resolved the inconsistency issue by performing a file sys-
tem recovery operation when resuming. It updated the in-memory representation of
the file system, but also added a couple of seconds to the boot time. [63]
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4. EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORM

All the previously published Android boot optimization attempts were done on older
versions of Android. The newest Android version was Ice Cream Sandwich used by
Noh [72]. The initial release of Android Ice Cream Sandwich was version 4.0, which
was unveiled in 2011 [73]. The CPU used by Noh was a Samsung C210 running at
1.2 GHz [72]. It is a dual-core processor based on ARM Cortex-A9 with 32 KiB L1
instruction and data caches and a 1 MiB L2 cache [74].

The Android operating system has been evolving, and its resource requirements have
grown since the experiments done by Noh. The optimizations and results might not be
applicable in modern versions of Android. The approaches need to be re-evaluated on
newer platforms.

The more modern platform used in the boot time optimization experiments in the
context of this thesis is Android 5.1.0 r3 running on a system on a chip (SoC) based
on a dual-core ARM Cortex-A7 with a clock frequency of 1.2 GHz. Android 5.1.0 r3
was released in 2016. The system has 512 MiB of dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM), embedded MultiMediaCard (eMMC) storage, 32 KiB L1 instruction and
data caches, and a 256 KiB unified L2 cache. This platform was chosen at an ear-
lier phase in the customer project, and this thesis did not have any influence on the
hardware choice.

It boots with two stages of bootloaders: Preloader and Little Kernel. The hibernation
implementation used in the experiments is TuxOnIce, which was already included in
the available Linux 3.10 kernel.

Due to the constant evolution of the Android system and hardware platforms, the
start-up behavior may vary. This necessitates boot time measurements after each
change to verify the conformance to the required specifications. An automated mea-
surement system was created so that developers could reliably assess the impact of
their boot time optimizations. The measurement system can automatically reboot the
target system and collect a large sample of start-up time measurements. A large sam-
ple size is important because of the variance of the boot time even in a fixed target
configuration.

4.1. Existing measurement methods

Different measurement methods are useful for measuring different boot phases. This
is shown in Table 7.

One way to measure boot time is by timestamping messages. The Linux kernel
provides a printk function, which enables sending messages into a kernel log buffer
[75 p. 17]. Linux also has a feature to timestamp these messages, which can then
be used to time kernel initialization [58]. However, one boot optimization method is
to suppress these messages making this measurement approach ineffective [41]. The
grabserial script1 adds timestamps to serial console messages [39]. It has the advan-
tage of timestamping events also during bootloader execution instead of beginning at
kernel initialization [39]. It also doesn’t add overhead to the target system because it

1http://elinux.org/Grabserial
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is run on the machine receiving the serial console messages [39]. The Android sys-
tem has its own logging system, which can be used to time events during user space
initialization [28].

Timing information for kernel subsystem initializations can be gathered by append-
ing the initcall_debug parameter to the kernel command line [23]. The results can then
be visualized with the bootgraph script [40].

Latencies during kernel initialization can be found with Kernel Function Trace
(KFT), which can time all kernel functions [16]. The downside of KFT is its high over-
head [76]. Kernel latency and performance issues can also be analyzed with ftrace2,
although it has a steep learning curve [37]. It is flexibly adjustable to measurement
needs with its filters and options, and it can be enabled on the kernel command line to
profile the boot process [37]. The results from ftrace can be difficult to analyze [77].
PyTimechart3 is a tool for visualizing and navigating them [77].

There are many tools available for profiling code. OProfile4 can profile all running
code with low overhead [78]. The perf 5 tool has more functionality and lower overhead
than OProfile [37]. PyTimechart can be used with perf as well [77]. Linux Trace
Toolkit: next generation (LTTng)6 is useful for profiling multi-core systems, and it can
be used for verifying that all cores are fully utilized and for finding opportunities for
parallelization [37]. SystemTap7 is appropriate for complex live analysis work, but it
has a considerable learning curve [37].

The CPU and I/O utilization during the boot process can be visualized with Bootchart8

[78]. It is useful for finding CPU intensive processes and parallelization opportunities,
but it is limited to profiling only user space initialization [37].

Table 7. The applicability of measurement methods to boot phases

Measurement method Bootloader Kernel initialization User space initialization
grabserial 3 3 3

oscilloscope 3 3 3

ftrace 3 3

uptime 3 3

initcall_debug 3

Kernel Function Trace 3

printk 3

Android logging 3

Bootchart 3

LTTng 3

OProfile 3

perf 3

strace 3

SystemTap 3

2https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/trace/ftrace.txt
3https://pythonhosted.org/pytimechart/
4http://oprofile.sourceforge.net/
5https://perf.wiki.kernel.org/
6http://lttng.org/
7https://sourceware.org/systemtap/
8http://www.bootchart.org/
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Timing information of a process can be gathered with strace. It can be used to iden-
tify what causes delays in application start-up. It is also useful for finding unnecessary
operations such as looking for files at invalid paths or opening a file multiple times.
It does add overhead to the process execution, so it is suitable only for relative timing
and not absolute timing. [16]

A simple measurement method is retrieving the uptime after booting has completed.
It indicates the time since timekeeping begun in the system. [16]

Puschmann used an oscilloscope to measure boot phase durations [34]. A general-
purpose input/output (GPIO) is a digital signal, which can usually be configured to be
an input or output and whose input values can be read and output values written from
software [79]. He toggled GPIO signals at boot phase boundaries and measured the
durations between signal transitions [34].

4.2. Measurement system implementation

Boot times were measured by toggling a GPIO signal at specific moments during the
boot process and timestamping the transitions. This measurement method was chosen
because it is one of the few ways to measure the boot time from start to finish and it
has very low overhead.

The measurement system is not limited to Android systems. The boot process of
any system that can be remotely controlled and where a GPIO signal can be toggled is
a possible measurement target. The system is also applicable to the software mainte-
nance phase, and in practice, a series of boot time measurements can be carried out as
a standard part of release tests.

The method necessitates a separate measurement device for monitoring the signal.
The device needs to be able to toggle power to the target, and a GPIO pin of the target
must be allocated to measuring. However, the pin can be used for other purposes after
start-up. A serial console connection is also likely needed for performing actions on
the target.

While adding signal transitions does probably require modifying source code, it
can be simple even in low-level assembly language. This is important for accurately
timestamping the beginning of the Linux boot process, which starts with assembly
code. The transitions may need to be re-added when components of the target system
are upgraded.

The transitions occurred when

1. the power to the device was turned on
2. Preloader begun executing
3. Little Kernel begun executing
4. the Linux kernel started initializing
5. the init process was launched, and
6. the Android user space initialization completed.

When resuming from hibernation, instead of the last two transitions, the signal was
toggled when the restoration operation started and finished. The transitions enabled
measuring the time spent during power-up, Preloader execution, Little Kernel execu-
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tion, Linux initialization, user space initialization, and hibernation resuming. These
boot phases are shown in Figure 18.

user space initializationLinux initialization

Little Kernel

time

Preloader

power-up

Figure 18. The boot phases of the measured system.

Measuring individual boot phases enabled targeting the optimization efforts to the
most time consuming parts of the boot. For a normal boot, the total boot time is defined
as the sum of all boot phase durations except hibernation resuming, and when resuming
from hibernation, the total boot time is defined as the sum of all durations except user
space initialization.

The measurement device was a Raspberry Pi 1 Model B9, which is a small single-
board computer. It was running the Raspbian operating system10. It was connected
to the target device with an input from the observed GPIO signal and an output to the
power switch. It also had a serial connection to the console. The connections between
the devices are visualized in Figure 19. The connection to the power switch allowed
turning the device on programmatically, and the serial console was used to turn the
device off, set up and trigger hibernation, and download relevant files after each boot.
This setup facilitated repeated automated measurements, which lead to sample sizes of
hundreds of boots.

boot phase transitions (GPIO)

power switch

serial console

device
measurement

device
target

Figure 19. Connections between the measurement device and the target device with the
arrowhead indicating which device treated the connection as an input from the other
device.

The boot times were measured with a small C program that turned the target device
on and produced a timestamp for each transition in the incoming GPIO signal. The
signal was sampled at 200 kHz, which should be high enough to detect meaningful

9https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/model-b/
10https://www.raspbian.org/
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differences in boot times. The system was implemented using the pigpio library11.
The timestamped transitions were transmitted to a personal computer (PC) through a
Secure Shell (SSH) connection for post-processing.

The measurement system was verified by timing the GPIO transitions with an oscil-
loscope and comparing the results. The transition detection and timing was confirmed
to be reliable with higher frequency input by timestamping the transitions in a 1 kHz
square wave test signal generated by the oscilloscope. During one minute, it did not
miss any transitions and time measurements between transitions were accurate to at
least one millisecond.

The measurement system has a timeout so that it will not wait forever for the target
system to boot in case of failure. If the boot process times out, the measurement system
continues on to the next reboot and starts a new observation.

4.3. Measurement visualization tools

Because the samples consisted of hundreds of boot time measurements, they were sum-
marized graphically with run-sequence plots for the initial analysis. The plots make
any outliers obvious as shown in the plot of the optimized system in Figure 20. They
can reveal issues that developers may be able to remedy with further modifications.
Run-sequence plots can also be used to verify that the location and variation of the
sample distribution stay constant for the entire sample [80].
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Figure 20. Example of a run-sequence plot used for summarizing boot duration sam-
ples.

The effects of the optimization efforts were assessed by comparing boot time sam-
ples before and after a modification. The samples were compared graphically with
bihistograms to visualize the before and after situations. It helped understand whether
a modification had resulted in a change in sample distribution location, variation or
shape in a single plot such as in Figure 21.

In Figure 21, the lower histogram shows the results after implementing an optimiza-
tion, while the upper histogram with the two peaks represent the earlier situation. The
boot times appear quantized, which is an anomaly that was corrected after analysis.

11http://abyz.co.uk/rpi/pigpio/
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Figure 21. Example of a bihistogram used for comparing samples of boot durations.
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5. BOOT TIME REDUCTION EXPERIMENTS

One objective of the thesis was to identify means to reduce the boot time of the spec-
ified Android platform to under 8 s, which was chosen as an acceptable and probably
achievable boot time for the consumer device in development. The system shutdown
time or application start-up time was not considered. The experiments were carried out
to verify the impact of the solutions onto the start-up delay and to reveal the reliability
and stability of the optimizations over multiple boots.

The first step of the experiments was to measure the boot times of the baseline system
and choose a suitable optimization based on the results. Android user space initializa-
tion turned out to be the most time-consuming phase, and therefore hibernation was
implemented as the first optimization. It was very effective, but also resulted in multi-
modal boot times. This was fixed by forcing the CPU clock frequency to its maximum.
These optimizations were enough to reach the objective of 8 s. Further experiments
were carried out to find out what effect TuxOnIce settings have on the boot time.

5.1. Baseline measurements

The boot times of the baseline system are shown in Figure 22. The median boot time
was 61.594 s, and the median and relative durations of the individual boot phases are
listed in Table 8.
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Figure 22. Run-sequence plot of boot durations of the baseline system (N=3227).

Table 8. Measurements of boot phase durations for the baseline and optimized systems

Boot phase

Baseline system (N=3227) Optimized system (N=1536)
Median

duration [s]
Relative

duration [%]
Median

duration [s]
Relative

duration [%]
power-up 0.500 0.8 0.493 7.2
Preloader 0.624 1.0 0.472 6.9
Little Kernel 0.831 1.3 0.831 12.2
Linux initialization 3.718 6.0 3.625 53.0
user space initialization 55.915 90.8
hibernation resuming 1.386 20.3
total 61.594 100.0 6.805 100.0

There were 7 outliers below 3 s and one outlier at 69.265 s. The outliers below
3 s accounted for 0.22 % of boot attempts. Each of their individual boot phase mea-
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surements were outliers as well, which suggests that they were faulty data overall.
For some reason the measurement system detected a series of transitions where there
should not have been any. Their possible origins include the measurement system
itself, interference in the connecting wire, and the target system.

The outlier of 69.265 s was very different from the other outliers. It had normal
measurements for all but the user space initialization phase, which took 63.569 s. This
would indicate that the boot was successful, but had an abnormally long user space ini-
tialization. The median duration of that boot phase in the baseline system was 55.915 s.
The anomaly was not considered critical due to its infrequency and was not investigated
in more detail. Further analysis of such outliers would be possible if timestamped user
space initialization logs were stored for each boot.

The Android user space initialization was the longest phase in the initial system boot
taking up 90.8 % of the boot time. This boot phase was obviously the target of the
initial optimization. Resuming from hibernation occurs during the Linux initialization
phase [58]. Thus, the user space initialization could be completely bypassed by using
hibernation.

5.2. Hibernation measurements

The size of the hibernation snapshot image depends on RAM usage when entering
hibernation. RAM usage, in turn, depends on the user actions performed after the
system is booted. No user actions were specified for these experiments so the resulting
snapshot image was minimal in this regard. Hibernation was entered immediately after
the system had completed booting. In actual use, the RAM usage would be higher, the
snapshot image would be bigger, and resuming from hibernation would probably take
a bit longer.

After implementing hibernation, the median boot time dropped to 8.451 s, but the
resulting boot time distribution was multimodal as can be seen in Figure 23. Many
measurements are needed to discover this kind of issue, which supports the use of an
automated measurement system.
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Figure 23. Run-sequence plot of boot durations when resuming from hibernation
(N=840).

The multimodality originated in the snapshot image loading phase. The median
compressed snapshot image size was 94.331 MiB. From boot number 200 to 232,
the boot time dropped below 7.5 s. The image size dropped to 70.591 MiB during
those boots, which explains the deviation. While the reason for the smaller image is
unknown, this demonstrates the usefulness of minimizing the image size.
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The other modes were caused by the CPU not running at maximum clock frequency.
Clock scaling allows changing the clock frequency of the CPU while it is running,
which can be used to lower power consumption by reducing the clock frequency [81].
The CPUfreq governor is the component that decides the clock frequency [81].

The clock frequency was forced to its maximum during the Linux initialization phase
by setting the default CPUfreq governor to “performance”. This eliminated the multi-
modality as shown in Figure 24 and reduced the median boot time to 7.556 s, which
was enough to reach the objective of 8 s. The outliers below 2 s fit the same profile as
the baseline outliers in Figure 22.
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Figure 24. Run-sequence plot of boot durations with the “performance” CPU fre-
quency governor when resuming from hibernation (N=1107).

5.3. TuxOnIce setting measurements

The TuxOnIce settings were chosen as the next experimental target because there are
no studies on their effects on the boot time in the literature and because they can be
easily manipulated by writing values into files at run-time. Attempting to minimize the
image by setting the image size limit to 1 MiB reduced the median compressed image
size to 67.098 MiB and the median boot time to 7.056 s. Enabling the no_pageset2
setting further reduced the image size to 38.707 MiB and the boot time to 6.805 s.

Other measured methods that did not improve the boot time were enabling swap,
dropping caches, and reducing the TuxOnIce extra_pages_allowance setting to 1. In
the measured system, the default value for this setting was 2000, and setting it to 0
resulted in an allowance of 500 pages. These were evaluated on top of the optimized
system described previously. Enabling swap was also assessed in combination with
dropping caches, setting extra_pages_allowance to 1 and enabling no_pageset2 on top
of the CPUfreq governor optimization. These did not improve the boot time either.
Also, enabling no_pageset2 without setting the image size limit made the hibernation
process fail because the image size exceeded half of the available memory.

5.4. Optimal configuration

The resulting optimal boot configuration for this system consisted of resuming from
hibernation with TuxOnIce, setting the CPUfreq governor to “performance”, setting
the TuxOnIce snapshot image size limit to 1 MiB, and enabling no_pageset2. The run-
sequence plot of the boot times is displayed in Figure 25, and the median and relative
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durations of the individual boot phases can be found in Table 8. The incremental
boot time reductions are summarized in Table 9, and their effects are apparent in the
histograms in Figure 26.
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Figure 25. Run-sequence plot of boot durations of the optimized system (N=1536).

Table 9. Incremental reductions of the median boot duration resulting from the final
optimizations

Optimization
Reduction in median

boot duration [s]
Relative reduction in median

boot duration [%]
hibernate 53.143 86.3
maximize system clock speed 0.895 10.6
limit snapshot image size 0.500 6.6
enable no_pageset2 0.251 3.6
total 54.789 89.0
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Figure 26. Histograms of boot durations (a) of the baseline system, (b) after the hiber-
nation optimization, (c) after maximizing the system clock speed, (d) after limiting the
snapshot size, and (e) after enabling no_pageset2.
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The shape of Figure 25, along with the outliers, is determined by the snapshot image
loading phase. There is a section of slightly increased boot times and a few outliers
between boot number 607 and 642. Similar to the deviation in the hibernation Fig-
ure 23, the slight increase was caused by an increase in the median compressed image
size from 38.707 MiB to 41.358 MiB. It does not explain the outliers, though. In their
cases, the image loading took longer despite similar image sizes. There is also some
bimodality visible resulting from the image loading.

5.5. Measurement data

As the previous sections demonstrate, the data was not entirely perfect. The fail-safe
feature of the measurement system resulted in a few empty observations, which means
that the measurement system attempted to reboot the target system and begun waiting
for the GPIO transitions, but no transitions occurred. The empty observations occurred
on 0.09 % of boot attempts in the worst case sample. In such cases, the target system
did not reboot as requested. Perhaps it did not shut down at the end of the previous
measurement or powering it on failed. Shutting down could have failed if the command
sent over serial connection got corrupted or executing the command failed for some
reason. The GPIO transitions could have also not been generated by the target system
or they might have been missed by the measurement system. Nevertheless, measuring
continued successfully when a new reboot was attempted.

A few observations were also incomplete so that some GPIO transitions occurred,
but then a timeout occurred. These occurred on 0.24 % of boot attempts in the worst
case sample. Two failure modes were identified for the incomplete observations. The
first occurred in the baseline sample, in which case only the power-up phase had a
measurement and it corresponded with the usual user space initialization measure-
ment. This would suggest that the power-up measurement was actually the user space
initialization measurement and either the earlier GPIO transitions were not generated
or they were missed.

The other failure mode resulting in incomplete observations occurred in hibernation
cases. The observations were otherwise valid, but the GPIO transition signaling the end
of resuming from hibernation was missing. The following reboot attempt succeeded
normally, which indicates that system did finish booting even when observation was
incomplete. In these cases the resuming probably failed or was not attempted for some
reason and a normal boot was performed.

5.6. Summary of results

The median boot time was improved by 89.0 % from 61.594 s to 6.805 s. Previously
published Android boot optimization results are shown in Table 10.

Comparing results by absolute boot time is not sensible because of differing hard-
ware and software. Fast hardware may reach a low boot time, but they probably also
have a fast start-up to begin with. Older Android versions require less memory [12],
and reduced memory usage results in smaller snapshot images, which ultimately lead
to lower boot times. The fastest boot in the table was achieved by Yang et al., but they
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used Android 2.2 [1]. Also, Singh et al. and Noh had results close to this work with
the older Android versions Gingerbread [35] and Ice Cream Sandwich [72].

While comparing the relative reduction in start-up time is more practical, there are
still many factors complicating such comparisons. For example, the snapshot image
size is dependent on the user actions performed before hibernating.

The measurement methods also differ. Some authors may start measuring time when
the first serial console messages appear, which can happen hundreds of milliseconds
after power has been applied to the system.

The achieved relative improvement is similar to other Android optimization efforts
that are based on hibernation, and the optimized system boots relatively faster than the
systems that do not make use of snapshot booting. The result from the experiments
reaches second place in the table both in relative reduction and in absolute boot time.

Table 10. Android boot optimization results in the literature

Author(s) Platform Methodology
Baseline

[s]
Result

[s]

Relative
reduction

[%]
Yang et al.
[1]

S5PV210 board, 1 GHz
ARM Cortex-A8 CPU,
1 Gb RAM, SD card,
Android 2.2

hibernate, restore from
bootloader, optimize
I/O, minimize image
size

27 2.3 91.5

This work 1.2 GHz dual-core
ARM Cortex-A7 CPU,
512 MiB RAM,
eMMC,
Android 5.1.0 r3

hibernate, optimize
clock frequency and
TuxOnIce settings

61.594 6.805 89.0

Noh [72] 1.5 GHz dual-core
Qualcomm Snapdragon
APQ8060 CPU,
Samsung eMMC 4.41,
Android Gingerbread
(2.3–2.3.7)

hibernate, maintain file
system consistency,
minimize image size

~35 ~10 71.4

Singh et al.
[35]

ARM11 CPU,
Android 2.2

create optimized
single-stage bootloader,
optimize clock
frequency, kernel, and
Android userspace
initialization

29.7 10.1 66.0

Noh [72] 1.2 GHz dual-core
Samsung C210 ARM
Cortex-A9 CPU,
Samsung mobiNAND,
Android Ice Cream
Sandwich (4.0–4.0.4)

hibernate, maintain file
system consistency,
minimize image size

~27 ~10 63.0

Kalaria
[28]

emulated ARM
Cortex-A8 CPU,
512 MB RAM,
Android 4.0.4

disable boot animation
and optimize preloaded
classes, package
manager, and activity
manager

40.870 17.901 56.2
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6. DISCUSSION

The Android operating system was originally developed for phones [29 p. 1]. A fast
boot has not been a priority for Android because phones are rarely rebooted and there-
fore a long boot time is rarely experienced. Nevertheless, Google has focused on
improving the boot time in Android 8.0, where it has been reduced from over a minute
to about 15 seconds on a Pixel XL [82]. Google has announced a version of Android
for IVI [83], which is likely related to the recent boot time optimizations. Unlike a
phone, a car is restarted quite often. Perhaps a fast boot will come as a standard feature
in Android in the future.

If a short boot time is essential in an embedded system running Linux, it must usually
be optimized from scratch. If the boot time was already acceptable, the trial-and-error
optimization process could be avoided and the time used for reimplementing the same
optimizations for different systems could be allocated elsewhere.

The boot time is not optimized by default because it is not necessary in all sys-
tems and it may require compromises. For example, hibernation requires a significant
amount of storage, and the amount is dependent on the specific application. The op-
timizations can also hinder the development process. Embedded software is often
tailored for product-specific hardware platforms because the variety of embedded sys-
tems prohibit having a single specialized platform [7]. Boot time optimization has just
been accepted as a part of the tailoring process.

The presented measurement system that can automatically perform hundreds of re-
peated measurements was useful in revealing and correcting the multimodality in the
boot behaviour. The issue could have been missed if the boot time had been analyzed
with only a few manual measurements. Analyzing boot times using such large samples
has not been previously featured in the boot optimization literature.

The smallest standard deviation of 0.031 s resulted from maximizing the CPU clock
frequency. This would suggest that claims of optimizations that reduce the boot time
by tens of milliseconds may be accounted for by the random variance while the opti-
mization has no actual effect. Larger samples should be collected to verify whether an
optimization improves the boot time.

The stability of the chosen optimizations is not certain. The memory requirements of
Android will undoubtedly build up in future versions. This means that hibernation im-
ages will grow, and if the I/O and CPU performance do not correspondingly increase,
the boot time will suffer.

While the objective of optimizing the Android system was reached, many methods
remain to further reduce the boot time. The most time consuming boot phase of the op-
timized system is Linux initialization. The methodology of the best result in the table
would suggest that a suitable next step in optimizing the system would be implement-
ing resuming from a bootloader. While implementing it would be laborious, it would
sidestep the unnecessary Linux initialization phase much like hibernation sidesteps
user space initialization. The simplest optimization method would be reducing the
serial console output.
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7. SUMMARY

This thesis reached the set objective of making a specific Android system boot in under
8 s. The baseline system booted in 61.594 s, most of which was spent in user space
initialization. The user space initialization was bypassed by resuming the system from
hibernation with TuxOnIce. It greatly reduced the boot time, but also resulted in a
multimodal boot time. The multimodality was identified due to the large sample size
gathered with an automated measurement system. The CPU clock frequency and Tux-
OnIce settings were further optimized, which resulted in the final boot time of 6.835 s.

The boot time was improved by 89 %, which is the best result in the literature for a
modern Android version. Similar results have been achieved with hibernation, but for
obsolete versions.

Many optimization methods remain to further reduce the boot time of the Android
system. The most effective step would be to resume from hibernation in the bootloader.
It would avoid the unnecessary Linux initialization, which is the most time consuming
boot stage of the optimized system. A simpler optimization would be to reduce serial
console output.

An automated measurement system was created so that developers can reliably dis-
cover what impact their modifications have on the boot time. The measurement system
can also be used in software maintenance to verify that boot time requirements are met.

The thesis includes a comprehensive survey of boot time optimization methods for
an embedded Linux system. It covers general advice for boot optimization and meth-
ods for optimizing bootloaders, kernel intialization, and user space initialization, which
includes optimizing the Android user space initialization. It also presents XIP and hi-
bernation along with related optimizations. Methods for measuring the boot time were
also introduced.
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